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1. Introduction
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is evaluating the need for a rulemaking to
establish criteria for the unrestricted release of solid materials (clearance) from licensed
facilities. During the past several years, the NRC's Office of Research has been
developing a technical basis for releasing metals, such as copper, iron, and aluminum,
as well as concrete. However, soil1 was not one of the materials analyzed in the prior
technical basis. The specific regulatory problem to be resolved is "What are the
realistic dose impacts to the average member of the critical group for all radionuclides
reasonably expected from NRC licensees, and as applied to soil available for
clearance?". There is a need to develop a technical basis for establishing the
radionuclide concentrations in a soil matrix that are suitable for clearance. As part of
this technical basis, it is necessary to obtain data on all forms of human contacts with
soils in the United States. From this data exposure pathway modeling, which is to be
conducted by the NRC staff, will accurately reflect real-life exposure scenarios involving
radiologically contaminated soils. This report provides the results of an extensive
literature review on how and where humans come in contact with soil.
An interagency agreement (IAA) was established between the NRC and the USDA2 ,
ARS, National Agricultural Library (NAL) to provide NRC staff with technical literature
references for evaluating possible dose impacts from the clearance of soils from NRC
licensed facilities. The USDA's strong base of technical experience in soil science is
exhibited by the national soil surveys, research in soil characterization and utilization
and the sponsorship of extramural research. The soil science work of the Department
is supported through the collection development and reference services of the National
Agricultural Library. NAL's outstanding collection includes more than 25,000 books and
journal titles relating to soil and serves as an important national information resource in
soil science.
The NRC staff needs information on the characteristics and parameter values of soils
which may be excavated and transported offsite for use in commerce or by the general
public. The information retrieved for the NRC in this report is a reasonably complete
characterization of relevant soil usage for potential clearance. The relevant recycled
soil-usage scenarios examined include, but are not limited to, soil material flow
scenarios involving soil sources, soil processing, construction and agricultural uses of
recycled soils, and various commercial, residential and recreational uses of soil and
soil-related products. This final report documents the literature search results. The
results include extensive literature citations identifying different exposure scenarios and
1Soil

as used in this SOW is meant to mean naturally occurring porous media at or
originating from an NRC (or formerly AEC) licensed site (or Agreement State licensed site)
which may have become contaminated by licensed materials.
2United

States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Agricultural Research Service (ARS)
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documenting, to the extent possible, contact parameters (i.e., volume, contact mode,
duration).
This report provides citable information sources and data for
evaluating clearance of
soils from NRC-licensed facilities to the Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and
Safeguards (NMSS). NMSS and RES staff will use the information
provided to develop
a technical basis for the release of recycled soil with residual
radioactivity from
commercial nuclear facilities.
Beginning with the previously developed methodology outlined
in NUREG-1 640 on
"Radiological Assessments for Clearance of Equipment and
Materials from Nuclear
Facilities," the NRC staff and NAL information researchers
have worked together in
developing the literature search strategies to retrieve literature
needed by NRC health
physicists for the radiological assessment. The literature search
results provide citable
information sources and data for the NRC staff working on
radiological assessments of
cleared soil from NRC-licensed facilities. Information developed
in this research study
is envisaged to assist the NMSS and RES staff with developing
and justifying a
methodology for soil clearance.
The information sources searched for this report include the
collections of the NAL,
DIALOG® an online system of more than 500 databases,
the Internet and other
sources. The search strategies were structured to query literature
from science
publishers, academic presses, professional societies, trade
journals and bulletins,
theses and dissertations, as well as information published
in industry standards,
newspapers, company reports, statistical sources, etc. The
literature search survey
recovered nearly 64,326 titles for review. Staff from the NAL
made recommendations
from the surveyed literature as documented in the "Draft Letter
Report" and its
supplement. NRC staff was presented with all materials and
made the final selections
listed in Appendix 2 of this report.
This report describes the methodologies used in developing
the search strategies, and
database source selection. These strategies and sources
were reviewed by external
reviewers whose comments are included in the report. The
primary focus of the work
was to identify citable, verifiable references for the NRC staff,
therefore most of the
effort was given to searching the information resources of the
published literature.
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2. Research Process
1. Collaboration with NRC staff
Information research is conducted in reiterative stages beginning with the initial problem
statement. The next stage in the process involves the information professional creating
search strategies in conjunction with making database or other information resource
selections. Next, the strategies are run against the selected databases and the initial
results are analyzed for relevancy and completeness. The initial results are then
reviewed with the client for feedback. The process reiterates beginning with search
strategy and database selection refinements.
The process for this project began in July 1999 with exploratory meetings held at the
National Agricultural Library on July 30 and August 5, 1999. The scope for the
research, mutuality of interest, and staff expertise were established by all parties at
these meetings. The understanding that was reached was formalized through an
interagency agreement becoming effective on August 20, 1999. The agreement
spelled out in detail the scope of the project.
Based upon NRC input gathered during the exploratory meetings and the "kick off"
meeting held at NAL on August 26, 1999, sets of search strategies were initially created
and organized into three broad conceptual categories: general concepts; particular
scenarios; and, volumetric studies. The early strategies were delivered to the NRC via
E-mail on September 2, 1999 and reviewed with NRC staff in a teleconference on
September 8, 1999. Additional terms were added to the strategies and priority rankings
were made for the concept sets at that time.
Over the next six weeks the strategies were run in selected databases and record titles
were downloaded and shared with NRC staff for their review and selection.
Considerable cooperation was given by the NRC through telephone, E-mail, and face
to-face meetings. The basic process involved the identification of information resources
by NAL staff which were then provided to NRC staff for their selection.
2. NAL Internal Review Process
A team of information professionals was assembled to work collaboratively on the NRC
project (see Appendix 4). The team reviewed the primary search strategies with
Principal Investigator, Karl Schneider who was responsible for comprehensive search
retrieval. The comprehensive search results recovered 64,326 titles for review.
The large number of items retrieved from comprehensive searching is partly due to the
inclusion, within the search strategy, of nonspecific terms such as "use" which occur
frequently within bibliographic records. A second approach was adopted by team
members in an effort to facilitate the literature review for the staff of the NRC without
compromising the desired comprehensive literature search results. Three modifications
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of the primary search methodology were used in the collateral approach to reduce the
total number of titles retrieved and to improve overall relevancy:
(1)
The strategies were made more selective
(2)
The databases searched were restricted to 10 -15 highly productive files
(3)
NAL staff reviewed some of the primary search results and preselected titles.
Results from both methodologies were provided to the NRC.
3. Interim reports and products delivered
Soil as a commodity is not well characterized in the literature, therefore it was unlikely
that all the information needed by the NRC would be found summarized in a few
documents. This meant that large literature surveys would be needed in order to cull
the few important resources. Initial survey results captured large numbers of record
titles for screening. Candidate titles were selected for further consideration. Once
selected, complete bibliographic citation information was retrieved. Citation information
identifies items through book and journal titles, volumes, page numbers, and publication
dates. From this information, copies of full-text reports can be obtained by request from
libraries, bookstores, government agencies, publishers, or other access providers.
Database providers typically charge customers for complete bibliographic citation
access. For the purposes of this project it was impractical to download complete
bibliographic citations for the large number of records retrieved through 19 executed
searches. It was mutually agreed that NAL would provide, to the staff of the NRC, title
listings in the "Draft Letter Report" for their selection. Full bibliographic citation
information was downloaded only for those items selected by the NRC and is included
in this report in Appendix 2.
The "Draft Letter Report" included:
+
Statement of Work
+
Instructions to and list of external reviewers
+
Comprehensive search strategy concept sets
+
Sample record titles in the broad concept categories of: G for general human-soil
interactions; P for identified or particular scenarios; and, V for volume or
quantitative data.
+
Book titles
+
Preliminary Internet search results
+
Defense Technical Information Center search findings.
The very large recall of record titles obtained in the comprehensive searching did not
lend itself to easy review. A reasonable sampling of results were obtained from the
original information sources through restricting databases selected for searching,
altering the original search strategies, and by preselections made by NAL staff from the
comprehensive search files. These title samples were provided to the NRC (September
27, 1999) and the external reviewers in a notebook organized by search concept set.
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A second electronic report was provided to the staff of the NRC on September 29,
1999. The electronic report consisted of 42 files listing the full title recall for
all of the
comprehensive search concept sets described in Section 2.3. This full title
set was not
provided to the external reviewers; the sampling provided in the "Draft Letter
Report"
was felt to be representative.
Although the primary focus of the Interagency Agreement between NAL and
the NRC
was to locate citable information from peer-reviewed published literature, it
was also
agreed that NAL would search the Internet. Preliminary results were cited
in the "Draft
Letter Report." A more thorough search of the Internet was conducted between
September 27 and October 13, 1999. The results of these searches were
given to the
staff of the NRC in a notebook, "Supplement to the Draft Letter Report," during
a face
to-face meeting held on October 13, 1999.
Several key deliverables were specified in the Interagency Agreement # RES-99-005
between the National Agricultural Library and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Project deliverables are summarized below:
(1)

Draft search strategy sets, were e-mailed to the NRC on September 2, 1999
and
reviewed via teleconference on September 8, 1999.

(2)

Interim search retrieval results from the secondary approach provided in person
to Dr. Jon Peckenpaugh on September 16, 1999 at NAL.

(3)

First draft letter report containing the summary findings from the secondary
approach were sent via Federal Express to the NRC and to the external
reviewers on September 27, 1999.

(4)

First draft electronic files from the comprehensive search approach delivered
to
the NRC staff in Bethesda on September 29, 1999.

(5)

Draft letter report supplement, containing a compiled list of NRC selections,
external reviewer comments, and additional Internet search findings presented
in
person to the NRC staff in Bethesda, MD on October 13, 1999.

(6)

Additional search retrievals sent via E-mail attachments to NRC staff between
October 18 and October 21, 1999.

This final report concludes the reporting requirements spelled out in the Interagency
Agreement # RES-99-005.
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3. Literature Search Strategies
1. Strategy Development:
In July 1999, NRC staff contacted NAL to explore the possibility of NAL
assisting the
NRC in the development of comprehensive search strategies to locate
and document
citable sources covering every aspect of soil use that might be applicable
to the release
of soils from NRC regulated sites.
NAL staff were asked to document the scope of this broad topic area
by first
conducting a general survey of the NAL collection through its AGRICOLA
database and
other databases available from Dialog®, a system of more than 500
databases
covering science, technology, business, news and other categories.
This initial survey
yielded well over 2 million records that contained the terms "soil" or
"soils",
or "dirt" or
"earthen" in the title or as subject keywords. The
vast majority of the 2 million+ records
werenot relevant for the NRC project. After detailed discussions with
NRC staff,
targeted search strategies were developed to retrieve relevant items.
General parameters for these searches were established in order to
define the scope of
the targeted search. For example, all literature published on relevant
topics going back
as far as 1970 was sought. English language literature was specified,
although non
U.S. publishers were not excluded. Items covering normal soil testing
operations for
plant nutrients, pH, CEC, bulk density, etc. were excluded.
Initial work on strategy concept development and term selection was
based on
concepts and terms presented by the NRC in the "Statement of Work"
for this project.
These basic concepts and terms were expanded based upon NAL staff
knowledge of
and expertise with soil science topics and operations, and natural resources
literature.
The search strategies that were developed by co-principle investigator
Karl Schneider
were internally reviewed, and then shared with NRC staff during a
conference call on
September 8, 1999. NRC staff was satisfied that their preliminary terms
and delimiters
had been incorporated in the search strategy and concept set constructions.
This
conference call served as a final review and established priority rankings
before
execution. The final search strategies that were used are shown in
Section 2.3.
2. Database Selection Processes
Database selection began using the Diallndex® file from Dialog®,
to identify databases
that contained records with specified search terms, and show the numbers
of records
that would be retrieved by those terms in each database. The databases
available from
Dialog® may be grouped in the Diallndex® system into subject and
source categories,
including "allscience" (258 files), "allbusiness" (348 files) and "allnews"
(160 files).
Relevant databases to search were initially selected by reviewing the
numbers of items
posted for each search concept group. The three Dialog® subject
categories together
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comprise 475 unique database files (many files are included in more than one of the
aforementioned categories). Counts of items retrieved for each defined search concept
from each database comprised the initial results used in database selection.
Databases with significant item counts were further analyzed for sources of records,
scope of subject coverage and time span of records included. The general project
parameters were used in the database selection process. That process involved the
exclusion of databases found not to be in scope:
Business, science and news databases focused outside North America were
excluded.
Business databases focused on personnel and management topics were
excluded.
Business databases focused on stocks, corporate finance and mergers were
excluded.
Newspaper databases from locations other than North America were excluded.
Newspaper databases added to Dialog® after 1990 were excluded.
Science databases for non-subject topics were excluded (astronomy and
astrophysics, biotechnology, computer science and programming,
oceanography, pharmaceuticals, mathematics).
From the more than 475 unique databases surveyed for file inclusion, 170 databases
were specifically selected and actually utilized in the various concept set searches. The
names of all of these files, with their Dialog® numbers and the dates of record inclusion
and updates (as of October 25, 1999) are shown in Appendix 1.
For specific concept sets (Section 2.3), major category groups of database files were
sometimes excluded. Examples include: not searching most business files for soil
material flow, or soil remediation/reclamation methods; economics terms were not
searched in all science databases.
Other file selection decisions were made after initial search efforts, including the
decision that patent databases would not be included. The decision was reached after
search results from patent databases for concept set G1 were reviewed. NAL and NRC
staff agreed that patents involving soil with impact in terms of soil - human interactions
would likely be documented in other business, science or news database files. This
was shown to be the case in several specific instances, with patents retrieved from
these other sources.
Although database files focused specifically on geographic areas outside United States
or Canada were generally excluded, many examples of soil-human interactions form
non-U.S. literature were retrieved. Items selected by NRC staff included citations
treating soils topics involving Chernobyl, and other non-U.S. licensed sites and non
U.S. publishers.
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Index databases for newspapers covering multiple titles and wire service index files
were also searched for many topics, as well as popular literature index databases such
as Magazine Index® and Reader's Guide®, covering generally non-technical sources.
Specific databases included for each concept set search are shown in Section 2.3.
Search concept sets are organized into three groups. Each strategy group contains
three or more specific concept sets. These are listed in the next section, with notes and
footnotes that describe the concept set purposes and the terms, codes and Dialog®
commands that appear in the search statements. Proximity operators that are shown
were sometimes adjusted to increase stringency during final retrieval operations from
the initially approved strategy sets, as required to bring retrieved item groups to
manageable size levels.
Dialog® databases are structured information resources. Each database has specific
fields such as descriptors (DE), identifiers (ID), abstracts (AB) and others included in
the basic index for each file. Searches retrieve records where a term is found in any
basic index field, unless particular fields are listed in the search command to limit
retrieval. In cases where it is desired that a term appears only in one or more specific
fields, the syntax "term / fl, f2, f3", etc., may be used, with selected term tags (DE, ID,
etc.) entered after the "term/ ", in place of "f1, f2, f3".
Dialog® allows other sophisticated search and retrieval commands. Those called
"proximity commands" are based on relative locations between terms or parenthetically
nested groups of terms. Standard Boolean logic commands may be utilized to further
specify retrieved item characteristics. Boolean set combination commands include
"and", "or" and "not". They require that terms or groups of terms which they separate
in
the search statement either "must be", "may be", or "must not be" included in records
retrieved
3. Search Commands and Databases Used
Search strategy concept sets were grouped in to three main categories for final search
operations. These include groups for General (labeled G, below), Particular (labeled
P), and Volumetric or quantitative searches (labeled V). Descriptive text and Dialog®
database numbers selected for each concept group are shown in the following list.
Refer to Appendix I for complete database names and coverage dates.
In some instances, databases were searched using the SilverPlatter® compact disc
(CD) platform. Records accessible using this interface are identical to those available
from the Dialog® system.
In the following section, each main category is described. Following the category
description, each concept set is identified by a label in boldface type (e.g., G1) followed
by a narrative description of the purpose of the strategy concept set in italics. The
actual strategy follows on a separate line beginning with "S"which is the search
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command for Dialog®. Below each search statement is a listing showing the selected
databases.
G) General terms: (6 final sets)
These searches were designed to discover and retrieve actions or activities of humans with
soils not specifically identified by the NRC or NAL staff. Search results can be used to
additional "scenario" names or terms, or help to quantify particular soil contact parameters.
G1 This concept set retrieved any records describingsoil use specifically. Results were
provided in five separatefiles because of the high numbers of records retrieved.
S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (2N) (USE OR USERS OR USING OR USES OR
USED OR USAGE? ? OR REUSE OR REUSING OR REUSED)
Dialog® business-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
7,9,33,63,67,119,139,146,148,194,211,258,262,318,323,474,475,483,484,492,494,495496,497,571,583,
603,624,632,632,633,634,638,639,640,642,649,701,702,704,705,706707,708,713,714,716,718,719,721,
724,738,739,741,743
Dialog® science-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,6,50,60,8,15,16,18,20,35,47,49,58,64,68,77,87,89,92,99,103,109,110,111,118,143,144,238,257,266,
292,319,335,479,484,535,553,559,608,635,636,655,764
G2 This concept set retrieves records about materialflow and soil. Materialflow refers
to the transfer or movement of a material or substance within a physical or commercial
environment.
S SOIL? ?/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC AND MATERIAL? ?()FLOW?
Dialog® science databases selected and searched, by file number:
5,203,6,50,60,34,440,63,484,2,8,35,40,44,71,89,94,103,108,117,118,144,156,162,266,292,315,340,347,
348,351,353,652,653,654
G3 This concept set retrieves records covering any soil processingor processes, except
soil formation.
S ((SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (2N) PROCESS???) NOT (SOIL? ? (2W) FORM?)
Dialog® business-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
118,63,119,266,2,16,19,108,148,636,240,484,7,109,67,624,323,621,813,111,583,18,553,194,262,633,
649,516,635,15,238,355,47,51,64,92,211,479,139,474,705,727,733,141
Dialog® science-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
50,10,6,89,8,65,292,103,68,110,76,58,143,77,40,41,87,60,29,357,99
G4 This concept set searches recordsrelated to direct human contact with soils.
S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (S) (CONTACT? OR EXPOSURE OR HUMAN? ? OR
PEOPLE? ? OR WORKER? ? OR LABORER? ? OR WORKMEN OR WORKMAN)
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Dialog®business-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
7,9,15,16,20,33,47,49,93,115,139,146,148,180,248,258,474,475,484,492,494,496,497,498,535,584,603,
608,630,631,632,633,634,636,638,641,642,655,701,702,704,705,707,708,713,714,721,723,732,733,734,
736,738,740,743,781
Selected SilverPlatter® CD science-related databases: AGRICOLA, 1970-1999/06 + footnote dates; CAB
(1972-1999/04); NTIS, 1983-1999 (1-18)

G5 This concept set searchesrecordsrelated to temporarysoil storage (e.g., surcharge
piles) orlong-term warehousingof stored soil.
S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (2N) (STORAGE OR STORED OR STORING OR
DISPOS??? OR SURCHARGEOPILE? ?)
Dialog@ business-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
194,118,315,63,60,266,119,109,98,323,148,636,108,474,484,16,99,553,262,87,92,603,111,559,660,655,
317,195,49,238,335,479,527,635,492,634,707,737,319
Dialog® science-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
6,10,50,8,89,103,68,292,58,143,29,41,2,35,96

G6 This concept set retrieves recordsfrom specific U.S. Government agencies whose
missions and responsibilitiesregulateradionuclidesand which describe soil.

S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (F) (AEC or DOE (S) (FOCUS 0 GROUP or STABIL?)
OR ERDA or NRC)
Dialog® science-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,6,203,5,50,65,2,73,76,89,123,108,109,117,144,148,155,156,241,266,285,292,440,624,636,655,660
P) Particular scenario terms (11 final sets)
The searches retrieve items on specifically identified types of human-soil interactions.

P1 This concept set retrieves recordsfor soil uses for golf courses and for sod farming
and sod roof construction.
S SOIL? ?/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (S) (GOLFOCOURSE? ? OR (SOD OR TURF)()
(FARM? ? OR ROOF? ?))
Dialog® databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,50,76,5,203,8,35,41,60,65,71,77,16,18,19,47,103,143,144,266,286,292,479,516,555,630,631,632,633,
634,641,707,708,713,714,716,723,725,733,742,777,781,34,440

P2a and P2b These two search concept sets were combined with the "and" operatorto
locate and retrieve records describingtechniques used in clean-up of contaminated
soils.
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S SOIL? ?/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (3N)(REMEDIAT? OR RECLAM? OR RECLAIM??? OR WASH???
OR CLEAN??? OR PROCESS??? OR RECYCL??? OR STABILIZ?)
-and
S (METHOD? OR TECHNIQUE? ? OR MECHANISM? ? OR PROCEDUR?? OR
OPTION??)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC
Dialog® science-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,6,50,76,203,8,15,16,18,19,35,40,41,58,60,63,65,68,77,87,89,92,98,99,103,110,111,117,118,144,148,
238,266,285,292,315,317,484,527,535,553,559,621,624,636,660,764,766,813,7,194,262,649

P3a and P3b These two search statements were combined with the "and"operatorto
access literature treatingdust from soil.
S DUST? ?/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (3N)(LOAD? OR LEVEL? ? OR VOLUME? ? OR QUANTIT? OR
AMOUNT??? OR HAZARD? OR LOSS OR LOSSES OR DAMAG? OR TRANSFER? OR
CONTAMINAT?) NOT (DUST (2N) (HOUSE? ? OR MITE? ?))
-and
S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT OR EARTH? ?)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC
Dialog® databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,50,6,5,103,40,89,110,41,73,144,8,2,76,337,117,155,68,474,65,109,63,655,108,119,315,334,7,240,16,
323,60,77,161,9,19,31,99,317,535,636,111,118,262,475,747

P4 This search concept set retrieves literature covering use of soil in construction.
S (EARTHMOV??? OR EARTHOMOVING OR RAMMEDOEARTH OR (BACKFILL??? OR
FILLODIRT OR (BACK OR CLEAN OR CONSTRUCTION OR RESIDENTIAL 0
FILL))(F)(SOIL? ? OR DIRT OR EARTH??)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC
Dialog® business-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
7,9,49,146,269,474,475,478,483,484,492,494,495,527,535,553,555,559,570,603,608,621,624,632,634,
563,633,636,638,639,640,641,642,649,655,660,704,707,708,712,713,714,718,723,738,743,781,813
Dialog® science-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,6,50,203,8,15,16,18,20,35,41,47,58,63,64,180,194,195,196,257,285,635,636,14,19,68,77,87,89,98,99,
156,161,292,103,109,117,118,144,110
P56 This search concept set retrieves literature covering soil use in walls, berms,
dams, etc.
S (SOIL? ? OR EARTH?? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (2N) (REINFORC? OR EMBANKMENT?
? OR DAM? ? OR LEVEE? ? OR DIKE? ? OR BERM?? OR WALL?? OR ADMIXTURE? ?)
Dialog® databases selected and searched, by file number:
63,8,65,89,118,144,10,6,50,203,103,15,33,34,35,50,67,119,194,262,248,535,559,624,670,765,2,19,31,
35,47,40,44,58,68,41,77,87,92,96,98,89,110,117,430,238,99,240,266,292,293,440
P7 This search included terms to retrieve records covering adobe buildingmaterial.
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S (ADOBEITI,DE,ID,SH,CC NOT (SOFTWARE OR PROGRAM??? OR COMPUT??? OR
DESKTOP? ? OR ILLUSTRATOR OR PHOTOSHOP OR PRINTSHOP OR ACROBAT))(F)
(SOIL? ? OR DIRT OR MATERIAL? ? OR SOURCE? ? OR MAKING)
Dialog@ databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,6,203,5,89,531,118,103,47,65,68,2,148,634,35,111,475,16,87,99,292,492,603,9,132,262,498,630,713,
716,719,732

P8 This search statement retrievedrecords covering pottery production or potter's clay.
S ((POTTING OR POTTERY OR POTTERS)0CLAY? ?)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC OR ((POTTING OR
POTTERY OR POTTERS)() CLAY? ?)(F)(SOURCE? ? OR SITE? ? OR PRODUC??? OR
SUPPL???? OR MANUFACTUR?)
Dialog® databases selected and searched, by file number:
5,6,89,47,2,15,117,20,63,571,58,8,103,109,118,146,148,535,583,483,704,708,716,717,719,724,608,632,
519,633,634,638,641,642,706,718,781,736,702,703,706,725,734,492,494,737,248,335,624,723,733,740,
741,743

P9 This search concept set was constructed to retrieve items covering detrital
materials.
S (DETRIT?? AND SOIL OR DIRT OR EARTH??)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC

Note: No relevant material found.
P10 This search concept set searchedfor records discussingsoil erosion rates.
S SOIL(EROSION/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (F) RATE
Selected SilverPlatter® CD database: AGRICOLA (1970 - 1999/06)
Note: WWW documents from USDA NRCS also were retrieved.
P11 This search statement retrievedrecords on bulk or packaged soils (pottingsoil or
otherpackaged soil mixes).
S SOIL? ?/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (2N) (BULK?? OR PACKAG??? OR BAGGED OR BAGGING OR
MIX??? OR POTTING)
Dialog® business-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
18,67,116,119,141,194,358,474,475,478,484,492,494,495,495,527,531,559,559,603,632,633,634,639,
640,701,702,703,704,7051706,707,708,712,713,714,715,718,720,724,731,735,736,781,813,861,733,9,15,
647,285,319,479,535,553,621,624,635,766,7
Dialog® science-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,50,5,6,60,8,63,68,89,103,117,143,144,285,292,516,515

P12 This search retrievedrecords with topsoil as a subject term, excluding records
retrieved from other searchesusing soil and dirt terms.
S TOPSOIL? ? NOT (SOIL? ? OR DIRT))/TI,DE,ID,SH,CCV)
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Dialog@ science-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
50,6,76,34,40,41,47,2,9,44,58,68,77,89,92,99,103,110,117,118,143,144,148,180,238,285,479,484,516,
535,571,608624,635,636,637,665

V) Volume terms (3 final sets)

Searches using volume, quantity or economic terms to retrieve records that quantify, specify or
delineate the extent of human - soils contacts or interactions.
(Vla -or- Vl b) -not - V1 c
These three search concept sets were combined as shown to retrieve records covering
the economic literaturefor soils, while excluding the economic discussions regarding
soil erosion and conservation,soil fertility, pesticides, soil surveys, etc.
S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (S)(ECONOM? OR DOLLAR? ? OR PRICE? ? OR
PRICING OR PAYMENT? ? OR EXPENS? OR CASH OR VALU????? OR
BUSINESS?? OR RETAIL?)
-or
S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (S) (WHOLESALE? OR PROFIT? OR COST??? OR
INDUSTR??? OR COMMERC??? OR BUSINESS?? OR INVEST? OR MARKET??? OR
SALE? ? OR PURCHAS??? OR DOLLAR? ?)
-not
S (EROSION OR EROD? OR FERTIL? OR LOSS OR LOSSES OR POLLUT? OR RECLAM?
OR RECLAIM? OR SAMPL? OR INVESTIGAT? OR CONSERV? OR SOILOSURVEY? ?)
Dialog® business-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
7,63,139,47,474,111,484,20,16,635,713,483,603,553,110,99,636,2,29,660,49,705,642,18,87,475,634,98,
621,258,631,718,624,119,632,633,19,92, 103,559,148,63,531,285,194,16,266,474,119,87,109,9,20,635,
479,636,483,47,484,7,603,99,713,660,535,765
Dialog® science-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,50,6,89,103,60,292,68,65,8,143,266,35,58,40,77,109,118

V2 This search concept set uses terms to retrieve records with specified numeric data
for soils, excluding erosion, pesticides,and fertility topics.
S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (2N) (QUANTIT? OR STATISTIC? OR AMOUNT? ?
OR WEIGH? OR VOLUME? ?) NOT (EROSION OR EROSIV??? OR EROD??? OR LOS???
OR WEIGHTED OR FERTILI? OR YIELD??? OR PESTICIDE? ? OR HERBICIDE? ?)
Dialog® business-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
763,240,118,119,109,108,2,92,266,716,194,99,484,7,474,609,708,357,148,248,315,317,636,483,738,9,
16,111,553,559,475,494,633
Dialog® science-related databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,50,6,103,68,58,292,143,41,110,40,60,98,29
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V3a -not- V3b Search concept sets combined using Mnot" to retrieve items covering soil

movement or shipment or transport, but excluding movement of fertilizer
elements,pesticides or otherchemicals applied to soils.
S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (F) (TRUCK? OR SHIP? OR TRANSPORT? OR
HAUL? OR BARG? OR TRAIN? OR RAIL? OR CONVEY??? OR REMOV? OR RELOCAT?
OR REPLAC? OR PLACE? ? OR PLACEMENT)
-not
S (FERTIL? OR CHEMICAL? ? OR INSECTICIDE? ? OR SEED? ? OR NUTRIENT? ? OR
PESTICIDE? ? OR HERBICIDE? ?)
Dialog® databases selected and searched, by file number:
10,6,50,2,58,67,68,89,103,109,143,292,9,15,16,18,19,20,33,47,49,63,64,92,98,99,109,111,118,119,180,
211,238,240,241,245,248,266,269,479,516,527,535,553,559,570,571,608,621,624,635,636,637,660,813,
7,474,475,258,262

Notes on search statements and Dialog® commands:
1 - Labels on the left side of each search statement line: "GI", "P4a", 'V2", etc. indicate the major
category group and concept set number. A letter ("a", "b" or "c" ) after a concept set label indicates that
set will be combined when run using the Boolean operators shown between these sets.
2 - "S" (at the beginning of each statement) is the Dialog® "search" command.
3 - Truncation terms used include: "?" to get any ending of any length for the root term(s). "? ?" allows
only one additional character added to the root term. "??","???","????", ... allows added characters up

to, and including the number of question marks shown.
4 - Search operators: AND, OR, NOT - specify if terms on either side must be; may be; or cannot be
within a record, respectively.
DE, ID, SH, CC] - used to limit terms appearing immediately before
5 - Suffix-coded "Field tags": [ FIT,
the "/"to being within a specified field. The fields used here include TI = titles, DE = descriptors (subject
terms), ID = identifiers, SH =subject headings and CC =category codes.
6 - Proximity operators: [ (F), (S), (3N), or 0 ] - indicate the allowed location of terms within a record. (F)
requires that terms on either side of the operator be in the same field; (S) requires that terms be in the
same subfield (in the same phrase or "sentence"; (nN) requires that terms on either side of the operator
be separated by not more than "n" terms, in *any order*; ( ) means that the terms shown on either side of
the operator must be both adjacent, and in the order entered.
7 - Parentheses group terms together: This applies search terms (AND, OR, NOT), or limits
(/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC), or proximity operators (F), (S), (3N), etc. to all terms within a parenthetical group.
8 - Term(s) limited to fields, as in: /TI,DE,ID,SH,CC, when linked to another term or parenthetical group,
using (F) or (S), means that all terms in the second group must also be in one of the specified fields
(/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC), by virtue of the (F) or (S) requirements.
9. Dates ranges searched in the SliverPlatter®)CD-ROM files are noted within parenthesis using the last
two digits of the year followed by two digits for the month, (e.g., 99/06 is June 1999).
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4. Extent of Available Literature
From more than 2 million database records initially found in surveys of Dialog®
databases, over 64,000 items were presented to the NRC from results of the searches
outlined in the previous section. The majority of these items comprise titles that were
provided in electronic files, but some titles and some full records selected by NAL staff
were also delivered to the NRC in hard copy format as part of the "Draft Letter Report",
September.27, 1999.
The complete count of items retrieved by the completed searches is shown in the table
that follows. Because of the large amount of data retrieved, processing limits of the
Dialog® system did not allow all of the results from many of the searches to be included
into single files. Therefore many search concept results shown below include two or
more files for the complete results set. Specific details on these processing limits and
the techniques that were used to separate the data into multiple files are described in
the text that follows the table.
NRC Titles List Files

NRC Soil - Human contact literature review:
File content data

Search
concept
Group
Label
Subject
covered
in

Included Files

-

30 September 1999

File size, in bytes

(Total group size)

# of Items - type
(Group total)

search
GI

Soil use

G1BIZ.TTL

146,325

G1SCI1.TTL
GISCI2.TTL
G1SCI3.TTL
G1SCI4.TTL

652,687
668,994
819,476
704,757

G2
Soil materialflow

G2SCI.TTL

G3
Soil process (not soil
forming

G3BIZ.TTL
G3SCI.TTL

G4
Human contact with soil

G4AGR.TTL
G4AGR.TXT
G4BIZ.TTL
G4CAB.TTL
G4CAB.TXT
G4NTIS.TTL
G4NTIS.TXT

696 titles

(2,992,239)

116,521
(116,521)
114,157
32,221

2,797 titles
2,928 titles
3,624 titles
2,379 titles
(12,424 titles)

502 titles
(502 titles)
574 titles
145 titles
(146,378)

97,511
43,427
189,395
91,292
85,997
133,183
184,476
(825,283)

(719 titles)
571 titles (CD-ROM)
49 selected records
442 titles (CD-ROM)
559 titles (CD-ROM)
19 selected records
724 titles (CD-ROM)
40 selected records
(2,296 titles) (108

records)
G5
Storing soil

G5BIZ.TTL
G5SCI.TTL

119,052
963,594
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587 titles
4,379 titdes

(4,966 titles)

(1,082,646)
G6 Gov=t radionuclide
agencies soil publications

G6.TTL

P1
Golf courses and sods

P1.TTL

P2
Reclamation methods

P2ALL1.TTL
P2ALL2.TTL

295 titles

64,237

(295 titles)

(64,237)
150 titles

30,172

(150 titles)

(30,172)
2,747 titles
2,396 titles

534,222
480,764

(5,143 titles)

(1,014,986)
P3
Soil dust

P3.TTL

P4
Earthmoving and soil use
constructionfill and
in
earth
rammed

P4BIZ.TTL
P4SCI.TTL

P56
Soil in wall, dams, berms
and dikes

P56Big6.T-'L
P56Big62.TTL
P56NTIS.TTL
P56Other.TTL

516 titles

118,490
(118,490)

(516 titles)

(697,177)

1,158 titles
2,230 titles
(3,388 titles)

244,778
480,764

4,038
5,485
1,787
2,889

916,776
1,200,346
444,637
562,442

titles
titles
titles
titles
(14,199 titles)

(3,124,201)
P7
Adobe
P8

Potteryproduction and
potting clay

P10
Soil erosion rates

177 titles

34,755

P7.TTL

152 titles

27,035

P8.TTL

19,620
22,616

P1OAGRIC.TXT
P10WWW.TXT

P11
Potting soil and bagged or
bulk soil

P11BIZ.TTL
P11SCI.TTL

P12
Topsoil

P12ALL.TTL

V1
Soil economics, business
activities

V1ABIZ.TTL
V1ASCI.TTL
VIBBIZ.TTL
VI BSCI.TTL

39 AGRICOLA records
NRCS WWW page & links
(39 records, + WWW links)
433 titles
2,821titles

82,003
587,434

(3,254 titles)

(669, 537)
278 titles

134,414

(278 titles)

(134,414)
953
4,034
3,384
992

286,444
961.951
826,537
220,487
(2,295,349)

V3
Soil transportation

(152 titles)

(27,035)

(42,236)

V2
Statisticaland numeric data
for soils

(177 titles)

(34,755)

(654,653)

(837,839)

3,554 titles
205 (sample titles)*
(3,759 titles)

788,143
49,696

V3BIZ.TTL
V3SCIPRT. TXT*
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(9,363 titles)
641 titles
2,069 titles
35 (sample) titles
(2,745 titles)

132,438
513,626
8,589

V2BIZ.T-TL
V2SCI.TTL
V2SCI89.TTL

titles
titles
titles
titles

Totals:
19 Concept set results

14,908,148 bytes

42 search files

64,326 titles, plus
140 complete citations

Note: This file only included a sampling of titles. See Section 6 for details.

For the purposes of this project, two Dialog@ system limitations affected the processing
and (2)
of the searches: (1) total number of files that could be simultaneously searched,
total number of items that could be processed for removal of duplicate records.
Dialog@ system limits multiple database searching to a maximum of 60 simultaneous
cases
files. Some search concepts required exploration of more than 60 files, in those
the same search strategy was run several times against different groups of databases
be
until all the selected databases had been searched. Often databases would
grouped into science-focused "SCI" or business-focused "BIZ" categories.
are
Overlap of literature coverage exists between databases where the same journals
database
multiple
indexed. Dialog@ can process the removal of duplicate records from
searches up to a maximum of 5,000 items. These maximum limits were often
of
exceeded. When the limits were exceeded, the records were separated into groups
dates
under 5,000. In most cases, appropriate groupings were made using publication
as group delimiters.
specific
When particular searches included the use of SilverPlatter® CD versions of
databases, results files from each database were kept separate. This was done
because duplicates among mutliple databases could not be removed by processing
results
commands within the SilverPlatter® system. For these various reasons, many
groups listed above include more than one file.
in this
Research results in addition to the comprehensive database output described
from
section came from review and selection of specific resources from the Internet,
Statistical
WorldCat® (OCLC®'ss comprehensive national multi-library database), from
Center
Masterfile@ on compact disc (CD), from Defense Technical Information
and
databases, and from the Thomas Register@ database system. These results
processes are described in Section 5. A specific list of selected Internet resource
URLs is shown in Appendix 3.
results
After their review of the titles and complete citations from the database search
provided by NAL in both electonic file and print formats, 274 specific items were
selected by the NRC for further review and detailed study by their staff. NAL compiled
shown
a complete bibliographic listing of these items for the NRC. This bibliography is
in Appendix 2 of this report.
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During discussions with NRC staff it was agreed
that recommendations for additional
information research would
be offered by NAL in the final report.
These
recommendations are included
in Section 6 of this report.
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4. Quality Assurance / Quality Control Plan
1. Construction and approval of the plan
Information retrieval is more of a qualitative
than quantitative process by virtue of the
continuously expanding base of available
resources. By way of example, it has been
estimated that as many as 14,000 technical
reports are written each day in the United
States. What is comprehensive today is
incomplete tomorrow. However, that which
is
stable is an existing base of published knowledge
which can be thoroughly explored.
All systems, including information retrieval
systems, are constrained in three ways:
time, quality, and cost. Each constraint
is operative at all times although relative
importance varies. Quality measures are
based upon two components, precision
and
recall. Precision refers to the percentage
of valid or highly significant citations as
a
function of the total number of citations
retrieved (recalled). Recall performance
is
evaluated as a percentage of how many
significant publications were retrieved as
a
function of the total number of significant
publications. Needless to say measures
of
recall performance are very difficult to establish
with any degree of accuracy.
Quality measures for any project are therefore
dependent upon the stated information
needs of the client balanced with the other
constraints of time and cost. For the
purposes of this report the search quality
performance must balance precision and
recall against time and cost. It was determined
that a reasonably exhaustive search
would be required to achieve the information
needs
of the NRC. Time and cost
constraints have also been factored into
the products delivered, restricting some
level
of recall to achieve realistic deadlines and
manageable packages in order to process
the retrieved information.
The development of a quality assurance
or quality control plan was required by the
terms of the Interagency Agreement (IAA).
A plan was drafted for the IAA and submitted
to the NRC for their review on August 20,
1999. Revisions suggested by the staff
of the NRC were made to the plan. The
final
plan was approved by the NRC on August
26, 1999.
2. The Quality assurance / quality control
plan
The final Quality Assurance / Quality Control
Project Plan, as approved on August 26,
1999 by the NRC, is summarized below.
Procedures for collaborative review of
literature survey results, information sources,
and retrieval strategies were established
using guidelines set by the Reference and
User Services Association of the American
Library Association. The published
guidelines are adhered to when feasible
based upon access to the patron and
resources as outlined under the NAL policy
on user fees. The following steps describe
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in general terms the collaborative literature research process:
4.0 Searching'
The search process is the portion of the transaction in
which behavior and accuracy intersect. Without an effective
search, the desired information is unlikely to be found. Yet
many of the aspects of searching that lead to accurate
results are still dependent on the behavior of the
librarian. As an effective searcher, the librarian:
4.1 Constructs a competent and complete
search strategy.
4.2 Breaks the query into specific facets.
4.3 Identifies other qualifiers of the query that
may limit results, such as date, language,
comprehensiveness, etc.
4.4 Selects search terms that are most related
to the information desired.
4.5 Searches under the most limiting aspects of
the query first.
4.6 Verifies spelling and other possible factual
errors in the original query.
4.7 Identifies sources appropriate to the
patron's need that have the highest probability
of containing information relevant to the
patron's query.
4.8 Consults guides, databases, or other
librarians for assistance when he/she cannot
independently identify sources to answer the query.
4.9 Discusses the search strategy with the patron.
4.10 Encourages the patron to contribute ideas.
4.11 Explains the search sequence to the patron.
4.12 Attempts to conduct the search within the
patron's allotted time frame.
4.13 Accompanies the patron (at least in the
initial stages of the search process).
4.14 Explains how to use sources when the
patron shows an interest.
4.15 Works with the patron to narrow or
broaden the topic when too little or too much
information is identified.
4.16 Asks the patron if additional information is
needed after an initial result is found.
4.17 Recognizes when to refer a patron to a
more appropriate library, librarian, or other
resource person.

'Reference and User Services Association. "Guidelines for Behavioral
Performance of Reference and Information Service Professionals." American Library
Association. <http://www.ala.org/rusa/stndbehavior.html>. (January 1996)
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Based on initial survey results, NRC staff, external reviewers and other NAL staff will
review search strategies, concepts, definitions and
descriptions, search terms, and
database selections. Preliminary search results
will be reviewed (in titles-only format)
by NRC staff and external reviewers. An important
quality control measure comes
through the simultaneous review by non-NAL library
and information science and soil
science professionals (i.e., external reviewers).
Recommended changes will be
incorporated as appropriate. Additional search results
will be presented to NRC staff
for their consideration in order to determine relevant
titles for downloading.
QA/QC Audit: Copies of the first draft letter report
will be provided to the external
reviewers. The package will include search strategies,
data sources, and a complete
set of the titles-only downloads. The reviewers will
be asked to review the strategy for
completeness. Specifically the search terms will
be reviewed for any missing concepts,
the strategy will be reviewed for logic, and finally,
the reviewers will be asked to assess
the retrieved results for inclusiveness of seminal
works. The auditors will be requested
to return their comments to coincide with NRC review.
At this point NAL staff will meet with NRC staff to
review the comments from both the
external and NRC reviewers. Refinements will be
made to
insure maximum precision and completeness. Selection searches, as needed, to
of specific titles for complete
citation retrieval for the Final Task I Report will be
made jointly by NRC and NAL staff.
Archives of all online search activities will be maintained
by NAL for five years. Session
logs will include costs, search terms and databases
used, copies of all records
downloaded, in any format. Copies of these data
will be provided, upon request, to
NRC staff. Logs will be maintained for all Internet
searches, showing search
techniques and sources used, as well as any specific
relevant resources that are
discovered or retrieved directly via Internet search
engine use.
3. External Review
A key element in the Quality Assurance / Quality
Control Plan was to identify non-NAL
experts to review project results. This independent
review by outside experts has two
benefits; (1) may alert NAL and NRC researchers
to concepts missed in strategy
development, and (2) may identify important information
overlooked. These benefits are best achieved through sources that may have been
careful selection of experts for
the external review.
1. Selection of the external reviewers
NAL staff determined that external reviewers should
come from three key disciplines:
(1) basic soil science, (2) civil engineering, and (3)
information
science. Professional
information specialists are best suited to understanding
the complex syntax and logical
search strategy constructs, and are the most knowledgeable
about available
information sources. Soil science experts provide
the best opportunity to identify new
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technical terms that could be added to the search strategies to enhance recall of
relevant citations. Finally, the field of civil engineering with its
focus on construction
provides many of the most important scenarios for the use of
recycled soils.
Having established the expertise needed in the reviewers, NAL
staff sought capable
experts. It should be noted that in all cases the reviews were
voluntarily conducted
without payment.
The following experts were selected and approved by the NRC
to serve as external
reviewers.
Dr. Dewayne Mays
Head, USDA, NRCS, Soil Survey Laboratory
NRCS, Federal Building
100 Centennial Mall N., Room 152
Lincoln, NE 68508
Dr. Mays has a Ph.D. in Soil Science from the University of Nebraska
and is currently heading the
National Soil Survey Laboratory for the USDA, Natural Resource Conservation
Service.
Carol H. Reese
American Society of Civil Engineers
Production Unit
1801 Alexander Bell Dr.
Reston, VA 20191-4400
Ms. Reese has a Master of Library Sciences degree. She has developed
and is maintaining databases
for the American Society of Civil Engineering and is responsible for
indexing
addition, Carol has 16 years of reference research experience at a University.the Society's publications. In
She serves as a board
member of the Special Libraries Association's, Engineering Division.
Carla Long Casler
Arid Lands Information Center
University of Arizona
1955 E. 6th Street
Tucson, AZ 85719-5224
Carla has a Master of Library Sciences degree. She has compiled
information
Regions of the United States and Israel", "World Desertification Bibliography", resources on "Soils of Arid
and other soil-related
projects. Carla has had professional involvement in both the United
States Agricultural Information
Network (USAIN) and IAALD, an international agricultural library association.
She has 10 years of online
bibliographic search experience in the Arid Lands Information Center.
For
eight
years, Carla served as
the CAB International North American Representative (a key database
resource used in the current
study).

2. Reviewers Comments
Each reviewer was asked to consider four specific elements
in conducting their review
for the project:
+
Specific terms used in the strategies for additional terms
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+
+
+

Search string logic or construction
Database selection
Recall of highly relevant publications.

In the case of the last point, the reviewers were asked to identify any highly relevant
literature that was not noted in the materials given to them for review.
The reviewers were sent the "Draft Letter Report" which provided a copy of the
comprehensive search strategy concept sets and sample title listings, these titles were
felt to be an adequate sampling for review.

Dr. Dewayne Mays (10/13/99)

Dr. McCarthy,
I
I IDear
nave reviewea
[ne Information prepareo Dy mne Mallonai Agriculturai LiOrary for me rquclear Regulatory
Commission (Job Code: Y6227). The search text seem adequate. The research was complete, except
for a few suggestions. I did not find references to published thesis or dissertations that may be related to
the subject matter. Also, USGS internet access list many of their publications (http:usps-cqeoref.cos.com).
This may be a source for infiltration and ground water recharge related inforamtion suited for your project
on contaminated soils.
I hope these observations prove helpful in your project.
M. Dewayne Mays, PhD
Head, Soil Survey Laboratory
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Carole Reese

ASCE
Reilon A215144O
hCo(M 240

October 5, 1999

Susan

McCorthy

USDA, AR, Nationali1rcultural Library
10301 Baltimore Ave., 4 Floor
Beltsvfle, MD 20705-2351
Dear Susan,
Your searches seem to be qmte extensive and copVet. Regardig the ecnical areasI
would recomm•nd that you look at the material covered by CISTI
(htp://www.n ucisti). The Caad= group covers many European publiceions and
the Europen am ahad of US resemrim in many ams of enieering. I wouldalso
recommend that you eompare your list of datbases ag810st thse covered by SIN
International. The STN service does have some specialized databases not covered in

DIALOG.

As an additional service, I did condtic some search in our database (Civil EnVgnrg
Database; http.//www.puba.asce.org). While our journals are covered by E, many of our
conference.proceedings are not and, in addition, since our database is specialized; a

Search can sometime p0& up items thAt are missed in EL I hope you will find them to be
of-some help.
As for search terms, you have been very thorough. I only av•etwo suggestions:
1.
2I

In addition to seardiog the term "remove,' you might wish to try 'removal'
In Vla, I would add thternt 'cost?'

Asan aside, inthe P3 search entene the 2 parenfiesi s •iing-is ths aatypo or a
sear& strategy error?
Please let me know if you have any questions.

Carol Reem
Senior Manager
Information Products

__________dMWCeaans
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E-mail message sent to Maria Pisa on October 6, 1999
IMaria,

Thank you for your message. I realized this morning that I did not make a couple of points that I think
are
important, regarding this work.
I am concerned that the guidelines for the search indicate documents should be in English and
published/researched in the U.S. I was happy to see that a few things from Russia and Japan did appear
in the binder. Given the importance of the topic being researched - I see this as affecting the
health of my children's children - I feel it is critical to include soil studies that cover decades of data
about
the longevity of nuclear contamination and about efforts, successful or unsuccessful, to salvage the soil.
Areas providing this sort of data are in Japan and Russia. Besides the soils information, it would be
useful
to compare epidemiological studies over time conducted in Hiroshima and Nagasaki to see ifthere
are
currently clusters of immune deficiencies or cancers. Are there residual effects for the local residents
who
have been gardening and consuming local produce all these years?
Since this problem is not unique to the U.S.. I would hope that NRC would collaborate with scientists
in
other countries researching this problem. Or recruit U.S. soil scientists currently collaborating with soil
scientists in Japan and Russia to work with NRC in this project. How can I include this in my "official"
response to the search?
I just searched for Three Mile Island on the web and found that the Engineering Library at Penn State
has
a collection on Three Mile Island Contamination and Recovery. I'm not sure how much this would have
on
soils specifically, but there are a few bibliographies mentioned on this page of the site:
http://www.libraries.psu.edu/crsweb/tmi/resources.htm On another site, I found that there was a
conference which discussed the effects of Chernobyl 10 years later; there was a particularly relevant
paper: Consequences of the Chernobyl Accident for the Natural and Human Environment Principal author:
M. Dreicer, USA Contributing authors: A. Aarkrog, Riso National Laboratory, Denmark
R. Alexakhin, Russian Institute of Agricultural Radiology and Agroecology, Russian Federation
L. Anspaugh, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, USA N.P. Arkhipov, Scientific and Technical
Centre of the RIA 'Pripyat', Ukraine K.-J. Johansson, University of Agricultural Science, Sweden
the abstract is at url:http://www.iaea.or.at/worldatom/thisweek/preview/chernobyl/paper5.html
This is very important work NAL is doing for NRC. I am glad to help in this.
Carla
Carla Long Casler
Arid Lands Information Center
1955 E. Sixth St.
Tucson, AZ 85719-5224
USA
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3. Accommodation of Reviewer Comments
The responses of external reviewers for this information research project included comments,
suggestions and minor corrections to improve the searches and the subsequent information
that they retrieved. All reviewer notes were addressed in revisions or additions to the
comprehensive strategy statements (Section 2.c), or through additional WWW searches,
and
the inclusion of pages from noted sites for examination by the NRC staff. These changes
were
provided to the NRC in the "Supplement to the Draft Letter Report", October 13, 1999.
The text of the comprehensive search strategy statements (Section 2.c) forwarded to the
reviewers had not been finalized for all concept sets at the time the "Draft Letter Report" was
mailed. The strategy statements were revised before execution to produce the 42 files of
item
titles that were delivered to the NRC on September 29, 1999. All of the strategy changes
noted
by reviewers had been accommodated at the time these final searches were completed.
Specific details relating to these changes are noted below.
Carol Reese, of the ASCE suggested three specific changes and additions to basic search
strategy text. These included the use of "removal", in addition to "remove" in concept set
V3a.
Note that the final executed version of this command line includes "remov?", shown in bold
face
text below. This truncated form retrieves all endings for the "remov" root, so that remove,
removal, removing, removed, etc. were all included and retrieved in the final searches for
this
set.
V3a S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (F) (TRUCK? OR SHIP? OR TRANSPORT? OR HAUL?
OR BARG? OR TRAIN? OR RAIL? OR CONVEY??? OR REMOV? OR RELOCAT? OR
REPLAC? OR PLACE? ? OR PLACEMENT)
Ms. Reese also noted that the term "cost" had been omitted from the draft version of the
search concept set labeled V1 b. This change was also completed before final execution
of the
comprehensive search statements, and that change included the use of truncation after "cost",
using "cost???" (shown below in bold face type). The final version for this set retrieved all
endings with up to three characters for the "cost" root, and included cost, costs, costing,
costed.
Vlb S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT)/TI,DE,ID,SH,CC (S) (WHOLESALE? OR PROFIT?. OR COST???
OR
INDUSTR??? OR COMMERC??? OR BUSINESS?? OR INVEST? OR MARKET??? OR SALE?
? OR
PURCHAS??? OR DOLLAR? ?)
Ms. Reese observed as well that a closing parenthesis was needed in the P3 concept set.
This
error in the draft version was noted and corrected in execution of the final searches and
corrected as shown below using boldface type:
P3b S (SOIL? ? OR DIRT OR EARTH? ? ) /TI,DE,ID,SH,CC
Ms. Reese recommended two additional information providers, STN and CISTI. Both providers
were examined and determined not to be significant new sources of project-relevant
information. Considerable overlap of database coverage exists between the STN and Dialog®
database systems. The notable strengths in the STN database system include: intellectual
property and patents; materials and mechanical engineering; and German-language sources.
Each of these subject areas had been previously excluded by mutual agreement. Therefore,
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NAL researchers concluded that searching STN was unlikely to yield new or unique results in
any meaningful quantity.
CISTI, the Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information is primarily a current
awareness and document ordering service available over the Internet at (http://cat.cisti.nrc.ca).
Survey searches conducted in the CISTI system indicated fewer than 7,500 records containing
the terms "soil" or "soils" in the combined catalogues. Without the availability of a sophisticated
search engine on the site, in-depth research of this resource was not deemed to be cost
effective.
Dr. Dewayne Mays of the USDA Soil Survey Laboratory did not comment on the strategy, but
he did suggest specific data sources should be used for the searches, including theses and
dissertations. These types of documents comprise the contents of Dialog® file 35, "Dissertation
Abstracts". This database was one of the key files searched for the comprehensive titles listing
delivered to the NRC on September 29, 1999, as listed in Appendix 1. This database file was
included in 15 of the 42 searches comprising the comprehensive titles lists delivered to NRC.
At least one thesis title was selected by the NRC.
Dr. Mays also noted a specific WWW site covering United States Geological Survey (USGS)
documents. The USGS database was among those included in the comprehensive searches
conducted on the Dialog® system, listed in Appendix I as file 89. This Dialog® database file 89
was used in 25 of the 42 specific searches completed.
Ms. Carla Casler, of the Arid Lands Research Institute, added no specific comments on the
strategy statements, but noted the need for consideration of international sources in the
information survey and review processes. Although search results were limited to include
English language documents, a great many of the databases searched included international
literature by default because a vast majority of these items are published in English, or are
posted with English language titles. This enabled their retrieval despite the use of English
language limits. A number of these non-English title were selected by NRC staff.
In addition, Ms. Casler specified some WWW sites for access to specific reports covering
radiation exposure incidents at Three Mile Island, and the Chernobyl site. These included:
http://www.iaea.or.at/worldatom/thisweek/preview/chernobyl/paper5.html and
http://www.libraries.psu.edu/crsweb/tmi/resources.htm
Pages from both of these sites were forwarded to the NRC staff for their review. Note should
be made that NRC staff were familiar with the Three Mile Island WWW materials.
Another point made by Ms. Casler was in reference to the long term and epidemiological
impacts of radiation exposure through soil contact scenarios of various sorts, including
gardening. She noted that Russian literature covering Chernobyl, and also sources about the
long term effects or impacts of Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs on soils might be valuable.
Studies related to these sites were among the many items selected by the NRC staff from the
titles listed in the text of the "Preliminary Draft Letter Report", and from the files of titles in the
comprehensive search results. It may be noted that the exposure hazard from the high level
radiation that occurred in the cases Ms. Casler mentioned is radically different from what would
be the case with soils released from the NRC regulated locations. Specific recommendations
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for further information research in these areas, if needed, are noted in Section 6.
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5. Additional Information Sources
Given the importance and impact of this project and the complexity of the information retrieval it
was decided that addditional information sources would be scanned. The primary purpose for
the scanning was to provide an overview for the NRC staff as to the availability, extent, and
nature of these potential resources. These explorations were not comprehensive because the
information environment is extremely diverse, making the associated time and cost factors
prohibitive to conducting comprehensive research. The NRC was in agreement with this
strategy because of their high-priority requirement for citable sources as primary product.
Additional information research explorations included Internet WWW searches using selected
search engines and specific databases available via the WWW, NAL networked resources, and
database resources available from the University of Maryland College Park library system.
NAL staff explored and reviewed items cataloged and indexed for Internet searching from the
Defense Technical Information Center, statistical compact disc (CD) databases from CIS
(Congressional Information Systems), called "Statistical MasterFile", reviewed titles available
from the OCLC "WorldCat" international library cataloging database, and conducted some
searches in the Thomas Register of American Manufacturers CD.
1. Internet searches
8
Recent reports in Nature, July 1999 ( http://www.searchenqinewatch.com/sereport/99/O
size.html ) note the existence of more than 800 million indexable pages on the WWW. Because
the growth in volume is so great, the changes are so frequent and rapid, and the processing of
complex searches for an involved topic such as this one so difficult, it was not considered
reasonable to pursue the complete retrieval of all material on the Internet for this project.
Additionally, with the results of Internet searches, it is not readily apparent to what extent a
particular item has been peer-reviewed, or to otherwise verify and substantiate the scientific
accuracy of information included.

Recent studies characterizing the Web conducted by OCLC document more than 5 million Web
sites ( httrp://www.oclc.or-q/oclc/research/proiects/webstats/statsitics.htm ). While the vast
majority of WWW sites are publically accessible, comprehensive standards are rarely used in
constructing, formatting, or indexing sites, or for the search engines available to locate specific
information on these sites, and the more than 800 million pages that they include.
Internet coverage of specific topics is arguably as inconsistent as its rate of growth has been
remarkable. Because of this lack of consistency, retrieval of subject-specific WWW documents
in a complex, multi-faceted topic area cannot be readily planned and structured to insure
comprehensive coverage of Internet resources. Estimates are that perhaps as many as 2,000
search engines are available. (http://www.ariadne.ac.uk/issuel4/search-enqines/). Each may
have its own indexing systems and techniques, and methods of acquiring new sites and adding
appropriate terms. It is also noted that many search engines do not support the advanced and
complex search statements constructed for this work to retrieve items from scientific, technical
and business - related citation databases (http://www.unn.ac.uk/features.htm). Without
truncation, proximity commands, and specific field searching capability, the results of most
WWW searching for these complex concept groups are voluminous and non-specific. If
particular sets of terms and concepts can be identified and developed, some additional success
might be expected for further research using general Internet search systems and techniques.
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In spite of these limitations, Internet explorations using various search engines produced
several interesting and valuable documents. Specific search engines utilized to compile
most listings that were submitted for NRC review include the following:
AlITheWeb - http://www.alltheweb.com
AltaVista - http://www.altavista.com
Google.- http://www.-aoogle.com
Metacrawler - http:/lwww.cs.washincqton.edu/
Recommendations from NAL staff and external reviewers for this project also located additional
resources. Searcher skill and experience, some significant good fortune, and particular
experience with known sites and familiarity with particular search engines were all part of this
additional effort. These items were forwarded to the NRC staff in the "Draft Letter Report", and
also in later documents. Specific sites providing searchable database access, such as that
provided by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), and searchable databases from
the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) were located by external reviewers, as well
as NAL staff. Although some of these may provide additional sources of published literature
and other information, there is little to suggest that these will be unique items to those retrieved
in the exhaustive Dialog searches. Internet WWW pages and related items that were selected
by the NRC staff are listed in Appendix 3:
While the project needs of the NRC were national in scope, pertinent local information was
found on the Internet. Local and regional businesses involved with soil as a commodity
were often listed in subject-oriented directories (i.e., for construction or landscaping) or
through the local Better Business Bureau.
The United States Geological Survey compiles statistical reports by state for sand and
gravel operations. Individuals interested in learning about this industry in their home
states should look to their Department of Natural Resources for more information. Ohio,
for example, has provided outstanding information available on the Web at
<http://www.dnr.state.oh.us/odnr/geosurvey/geo fact/geo f19/geofl9.htm>. Another
important state initiative was found in New Jersey where regulations for the remediation
of contaminated soils was published.
The Department of Defense has reported on its significant experience in the clean-up
and remediation of former military bases. These reports may provide pertinent
analogies for the NRC soil clearance program. The Defense Technical Information
Center (DTIC) can provide access to much of this literature through its searchable
STINET database <http://www.dtic.mil>.
Similarily, the Department of Energy (DOE) has had pertinent experience with the clean
up and remediation of their regulated nuclear weapons production and storage locations.
Many reports describing DOE remediation efforts were found in the National Technical
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Information Service (NTIS) database and reported to the NRC through this study.
Chemical contamination of soil and site clean-up are under the regulation of the
Environmental Protection Agency. Several representative "Superfund" clean-up reports
were provided to the NRC for evaluation.
2. Defense Technical Information Center Resources (DTIC)
The Internet pages maintained by the DTIC, under the STIC (Scientific and Technical
Information Center) are an excellent source of defense-related and other scientific documents
that have been entered into DTIC's Technical Reports Collection from late December 1974 to
present as well as some full text reports for those citations. This resource is searchable, using
the URL: http://www.dtic.mil:80/stinet/
Searches from this location were conducted by NAL staff. From the STINet database, a
complete listing of items covering "soil(s)" included over 11,000 titles. Specific DTIC searches
included the DOE OPENNET Database. A listing of about 500 titles of items covering soils
from OPENNET was delivered to NRC staff. NRC selected some items that are included in this
report (Appendix 2). One interesting item that was identified from the DTIC database search
was an article published in a subject-specific issue of Soil Science, July 1981. v. 132 (1). This
issue contained 18 articles reporting studies of the behavior of radionuclides in soil
environments. The full-text of these reports were delivered to the NRC, and the citations added
to the bibliography that is part of this report.

3. Other Sources
Additional sources that were searched for this report included the OCLC WorldCat library
cataloging database, the Statistical Masterfile compact disc (CD), the Thomas Register of
Industrial Products, and the InfoTrac database. The first three of these resources have specific
types of data records included, and the last is a general bibliographic resource. Each of these
resources used in conjunction with NAL's information research activities is discussed below.
The WorldCat database from OCLC includes cataloging records for books and journal titles
held in libraries across the United States, as well as many international libraries. Over 40
million items are included in this database. Searching the WorldCat database for books was
undertaken in a manner to provide a sampling of items to evaluate the resource for further
review and searching.
Searches using WorldCat for broad concept terms like "earthmoving" were tried, and several
selected items were forwarded to the NRC staff for their review and selection. Items NAL
recommended for review covered equipment used in this industry, in the expectation that some
of this material would help to describe the physical context of exposure scenarios related to
earthmoving. Other searches with terms such as "soil", "soil(s)" and "recycling", "soil(s) and
material flow", and "soil near5 sale(s)", and "gardening and statistics" were tested as well, but
either very many records (over 91,000 for "soil" as a title word, and more than 120,000 as a
subject term), or very few records (63 for "soil recycling", 8 records for "soil(s) and material
flow(s)", and 9 records for "soil(s) near5 "sale(s)", and 54 records for "gardening and
statistics") were found. From the small-yield search groups very few or no records with
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relevance for this project were found.
Complex strategies that were defined for the DIALOG system database searches would need to
be further refined and tailored for use in the WorldCat database system to be effective. Book
titles and their subject headings are often rather general. Further research using this database
might prove valuable to identify topic-specific publications for the work of the NRC.
The Statistical Masterfile (SM) CD database includes publications with significant statistical data
from US government, private, and international sources. This database was accessed at the
University of Maryland library at College Park. The searches produced few relevant statistical
references for this project but some items that might be useful were noted and forwarded to the
NRC. Specific search terms explored were "earthmoving" and "topsoil". Little definitive detail
was found, but items such as Pit and Quarry: State of the Industry (ISSN 0032-0293), ENR (a
trade weekly for the construction industry, ISSN 0891-9526), and several documents that cover
aspects of building and construction industries were found. Most of these were related to
overall industry trends and did not note the inclusion of details specific to soils. Quarries,
cement, concrete and stone data were mentioned, but not earthmoving or transport or other
uses of soils materials.
Searches in the SM for statistics on gardening and horticulture produced listings that addressed
overall production of floriculture and horticulture products. Data covering equipment such as
tractors and implements was also seen, but nothing was shown related to soils or soil use
directly. Other searches using the SM CD databases were focused on waste processing
(including nuclear wastes). Searches were also completed for topsoil, and also mining,
minerals and quarries, but only sand and gravel and related topics were found.
Search efforts using the Thomas Register of American Manufacturers CD database provided
another means of identifying significant companies involved in the production of soil-related
products. If additional source or producer data is required for any specific products, this would
be one convenient source of that information.
Searches using the Infotrac system retrieved relevant citations. NAL staff noted that these
items were already included within the result of both the Dialog comprehensive listings, and the
focused additional search results lists that were presented to the NRC in the "Preliminary Draft
Report".
Because selection of specific resources from the DIALOG system databases was the primary
objective of this project, and because most of the published "citable" literature is likely to be
included in those databases, little additional time or effort was expended in exploring these
other information research resources. Should additional research be deemed necessary for
specific topics, these resources may yield useful information.
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6. Conclusions

1. General impressions
As mentioned throughout this Report, soil as a commodity is poorly documented.
Therefore, whatever information that may exist is difficult to find and will be scattered
across a wide-range of sources. Retrieval of summarized information sources would
have been especially useful, if they had been found.
The thoroughness of the research services provided by NAL to the NRC was validated
by the external review process. Essentially no new search terms were identified. The
few information sources suggested by the reviewers had largely been covered by one
or more of the searches executed in the course of this study.
Several specific human-soil interaction scenarios, not previously identified by the NRC,
did emerge from this study, for example, dirt bike riding, rammed-earth construction,
and adobe building materials. In addition to these and other contact scenarios,
parameter information was found in several authoritative studies related to human-soil
contact interactions including: inhalation exposure, soil adhesion to skin, and human
ingestion.
NRC's expressed high interest in citable information sources concentrated primary
research efforts in searching the Dialog® information system for published literature.
However, information on soil topics from local, state, and regional sources is available
using the Internet and other sources.
Important sources of Federal information were reviewed in this study. Documents
describing land reclamation and remediation were found from the Departments of
Energy and Defense. The Environmental Protection Agency was the source of soil and
site clean-up information. And finally, the U.S. Geological Survey provided some
valuable quantitative data for sand and gravel.
In the following section, recommendations are made for follow-on research approaches
and information sources, should they be needed to fill specific data gaps.
2. Recommendations for Further Research
The next step of this project is for the NRC to analyze resources selected from the
search results provided to them. This analysis may reveal topical areas requiring further
information research. Given the complexity of the search strategies used and the
exhaustive nature of the results reported, the following recommendations identify
research options which, in our opinion, will prove most productive and avoid duplicating
results.
These recommendations fall into four categories, as described below:
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1. Product code searching in the Dialog® system. Because soil as a commodity has low
commercial value, little published data has been found. Contact with industry groups or
specific companies identified through product code searching may allow detailed data on
soil material flows to be obtained. Some preliminary work with product and industry
codes used in Dialog® databases was initiated by NAL staff. Examples of this work have
been reviewed by NRC staff. Approximately ten business databases in Dialog® utilize
product and industry codes. Records from the business databases may be of value to
quantify or provide contact information in order to gather unpublished data on the
industry. Several types of codes appear in these databases, including SIC codes (US,
UK, and DUNS), NAIC codes, Predicast codes, and Kompass codes. Some databases
utilize these codes with a hierarchical structure. Thus it will be necessary to review the
level of detail desired, and explore the specificity of each code entry for each database
to insure efficient use of time and resources in such searches. About 80 specific codes
are found in these databases, covering topics such as sod, topsoil, earthmoving (also
earth-moving, or earth moving and earthworks) equipment, activities and operations,
landfill operations, potting soil, and others. Several thousands of records are found for
the total of all the codes among the databases that contain them. Careful selections of
specific codes and database combinations could prove worthwhile.
2. Full execution of search strategy concept set "V3" described in section 2.3. Based
on mutual agreement between the NRC and NAL, each of the strategy concept sets
were ranked according to NRC priority such that concept set V3 had a lower ranking.
For this reason only a sampling of results from this search were provided to the NRC.
Some records were selected from the sample list. Other potentially relevant literature
could be obtained by review of the full results.
3. Expansion of search concepts. Searches using general terms such as "soil" or "use"
may not necessarily retrieve all specific instances of human - soil interactions.
Expansion of particular concepts may yield additional relevant resources. Ms. Carla
Casler in her review of the research process and techniques, noted concerns about
long-term and residual effects of radionuclide contamination of soils, and referred
specifically to Hiroshima and Chemobyl sites (Section 4.3.3). If it is determined that
such research is needed, then the inclusion of terms for long-term impacts could be
combined with searches for all of the radionuclides. Searching each radionuclide by its
isotope name and combining this with the concept set for soil(s), and also with a new
concept set for long-term effects could prove valuable. This would include terms such
as: "epidemiol?" and "longevity" and "residual? ?".
For complete retrieval of citations covering specific radionuclides, it is necessary to list
individually all that might be needed. In addition to the transuranic elements, several
isotopes of lower molecular weight elements are found in nature, and also may be
products of radioactive decay processes. These include: Americium-241, Iodine-129,
Iodine--131, Ruthenium-103, Ruthenium-106, Barium-140, Krypton-85, Silver-110,
Carbon-14, Molybdenum-99, Strontium-89, Strontium-90, Cerium-144, Neptunium-237,
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Technetium-99, Cesium-134, Cesium-137, Plutonium-238, Plutonium-239,
Plutonium-241, Tellurium-132, Cobalt-60, Polonium-210, Thorium-228, Thorium-230,
Thorium-232, Curium-242, Curium-244, Radium-224, Radium-226, Radium-230, Tritium,
Europium-152, Europium-154, Europium-155, Radon-222, Uranium 234, Uranium-235,
Uranium-238.
The comprehensive soil searches already conducted did not specifically include named
radioactive elements. This was because the overall objective was to identify any and all
scenarios of human interactions with soils, not only radioactivity-impacted soils.
Recommended terms to access additional specific information on human-soil contact
could include: racetracks and raceways; playgrounds and tot lots; ball fields; trails and
terms for other recreational activities. In addition to soil taxonomic and other technical
terms describing soils, other common terms such as sand, silt, loam, clay, gravel, stone,
skree, etc. could be used for additional retrieval based on soil physio-chemical
properties.
4. Other information resources. Additional venues for information retrieval will be
difficult to search for the most part, but may, with diligence, provide information. One
such important source is the Internet. The external reviewers have recommended a few
specific sources information that may be worthy of further exploration.
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APPENDIX I
Database Files Searched for NRC -NAL

(Cooperative Agreement RES-99-005)
DIALOG, Inc. files, specifically selected and searched to retrieve unique items for NRC
review:
File Name/Date of last update (as of Oct 25, 1999)
2: INSPEC_1969-1999/Oct W1
5: Biosis Previews(R)_1969-1999/Sep W4 (also reviewed via CD format)
6: NTIS_64-1999/Nov W3via (also reviewed via CD format)
7: Social SciSearch(R)_1972-1999/Oct W3
8: Ei Compendex(R)_1970-1999/Oct W3
9: Business & Industry(R) Jul 1994-1999/Oct 25
10: AGRICOLA_70-1999/Oct (also reviewed via CD format)
14: Mechanical Engineering Abs_1973-1999/Nov
16: Gale Group PROMPT(R)_1990-1999/Oct 25
29: Meteor.& Geoastro.Abs._1970-1999/Sep
31: World Surface Coatings Abs_1976-1999/Jul
33: Aluminium Ind Abs_1968-1999/Nov
34: SciSearch(R) Cited Ref Sci_1990-1999/Oct W3
35: Dissertation Abstracts Online_1861-1999/Oct
40: Enviroline(R)_1975-1999/Jul
41: Pollution Abs_1970-1999/Nov
44: Aquatic Sci&Fish Abs_1978-1999/Oct
47: Gale Group Magazine DB(TM)_1959-1999/Oct 25
49: PAlS INT._1976-1999/Aug
50: CAB Abstracts_1972-1999/Sep (also reviewed via CD format)
51: Food Sci.&Tech.Abs 1969-1999/Oct
63: Transport Res(TRIS)_1 970-1999/Sep
64: Global Mobility Database (R)_1965-1999/Aug
65: Inside Conferences_1993-1999/June W2
67: World Textiles_1970-1999/Sep
68: Env.Bib._1974-1999/Sep
71: ELSEVIER BIOBASE_1994-1999/Sep W2
73: EMBASE_1974-1999/Sep W4
76: Life Sciences Collection_1982-1999/Aug
87: TULSA (Petroleum Abs)_1 965-1999/Oct W4
89: GeoRef_1785-1999/Sep B2
92: IHS Intl.Stds.& Specs._1999/Oct
93: TableBase(R) Sep_1 997-1999/Oct W3
94: JICST-EPlus 1985-1999/Jul W1
96: FLUIDEX_1973-1999/Sep
98: General Sci Abs/Full-Text_1984-1999/Sep
99: Wilson Appl. Sci & Tech Abs_1983-1999/Sep
110: Wastelnfo_1974-May/99
111: TGG Natl.Newspaper lndex(SM)_1 979-1999/Oct 25
115: Research Centers & Services_1994-1998/Dec
117: Water Resour.Abs._1967-1999/Sep
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118: ICONDA-Intl Construction_1976-1999/Oct

119: Textile Technol.Dig._1978-1999/Oct
123: CLAIMS(R)/Current Legal Status_1980-1999/Oct 12
132: S&P's Daily News_1985-1999/Oct 22
139: Econ. Lit. Index 1969-1999/Oct
141: Readers Guide 1983-1999/Jul
143: Biol. & Agric. Index_1983-1999/Sep (also reviewed via CD format)
144: Pascal_1973-1999/Sep
146: Washington Post Online_1983-1999/Oct 25
148: Gale Group Trade & Industry DB_1976-1999/Oct 25
155: MEDLINE(R)_1966-1999/Dec W3 (also reviewed via CD format)
156: Toxline(R)_1965-1999/Sep
161: Occ.Saf.& Hth._1973-1998/Q3
162: CAB HEALTH_1983-1999/Sep (also reviewed via CD format)
180: Federal Register_1985-1999/Oct 25
194: CBD 1982/Dec-1999/Jul
195: CBDAug 1999-1999/Oct 26
196: FINDEX_1982-1999/Q2
203: AGRIS_1974-1999/Jul (also reviewed via CD format)
211: Gale Group Newsearch(TM)_1 997-1999/Oct 25
238: Abs. in New Tech & Eng._1981-1999/Oct
240: PAPERCHEM_1967-1999/Jul
241: Elec. Power DB_1972-1999Jan
245: WATERNET(TM)_1 971-1999Q1
248: PIRA 1975-1999Nov W4
257: API EnCompass(TM):News_1975-1999/Oct 22
258: AP News Jul_1984-1999/Oct 24
262: CBCA Fulltext_1982-1999/Jul
266: FEDRIP_1999/Jul
269: Materials Bus.(TM)_1985-1999/Nov
285: BioBusiness(R)_1985-1998/Aug W1
286: Biocommerce Abs.& Dir._1981-1999/Oct B1
292: GEOBASE(TM)_1980-1999/Sep
293: Eng Materials Abs(R)_1986-1999/Nov
315: ChemEng & Biotec Abs_1970-1999/Oct
317: Chemical Safety NewsBase_1981-1999/Oct
318: Chem-Intell Chem Manu Pints 1999/Jul
319: Chem Bus NewsBase_1984-1999/Oct 25
323: RAPRA Rubber &Plastics_1972-1999/Oct B2
334: Material Safety Label Data_1 999/Q2
337: CHEMTOX (R) Online_1998/Q3
340: CLAIMS(R)/US Patent_1950-99/Oct 12
348: European Patents_1978-1999/Oct W42
351: DERWENT WPI_1963-1999/UD=, UM=, & UP=199943
353: APIPAT_1964-1999/Oct W3
357: Derwent Biotechnology Abs_1982-1999/Sep B1
358: Current BioTech Abs_1983-1999/Sep
430: British Books in Print_1999/Aug
440: Current Contents Search(R)_1990-1999/Oct W5
474: New York Times Abs_1969-1999/Oct 22
475: Wall Street Journal Abs_1973-1999/Oct 22
478: Houston Chronicle_1990-1999/Oct 24
479: Gale Group Company Intelligence(R)_1 999/Oct 25
483: NEWSPAPER ABSTRACTS DAILY_1986-1999/Oct 21
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484: Periodical Abstracts Plustext_1986-1999/Oct W2
492: Arizona Repub/Phoenix Gaz_1986-1999/Oct 23
494: St LouisPost-Dispatch 1988-1999/Oct 24
495: The Columbus Dispatch_1988-1999/Aug 29
496: The Sacramento Bee_1988-1999/Oct 24
497: (Ft.Lauderdale)Sun-Sentinel_1988-1999/Oct 23
498: Detroit Free Press_1987-1999/Oct 23
515: D&B-Dun's Elec. Bus. Dir.(TM)_1999/06
516: D & B - Duns Market Identifiers_1999/Aug
519: D&B-Duns Finan.Records Plus(TM)_1999/Apr
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1.

[Accumulation of [sup 134]Cs from contaminated soils in different sorts of oats].
OriginalTitle: Postypvane na [sup 134]Cs ot kontaminiranipochvi v razlichni sortove
oves.
Bineva, Ts.; Tsvetkova, S. (Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection and
Toxicology, Sofia (Bulgaria)); Najdenov, A.; Stoeva, N.; Pochvoznanie, Agrokhimiya i
Ekologiya v 33(4):86-88. (1998)
2.
[All-union radiobiological conference. V. 4] OriginalTitle: Vsesoyuznyj
radiobiologicheskis"ezd. Tom 4 Tezisy dokladov AN SSSR, Moscow (USSR) 204 p.
(1989)
3.
[Cesium 137 Leaching Form Contaminated Soils By Different Reagents] Original
Title: Vyshchelachivanie tseziya-137 iz zagryaznennykh gruntov razlichnymi reagenta
mi.
Prozorov, L.B.; Komarova, N.I.; Molchanova, T.V.; Smirnov, D.I.; Khorozova, O.D.
(NPO Radon, Moskva (Russian Federation)). Radiokhimiya v.39(3):284-288. (1997)
4.
[Chernobyl' 94. Abstracts, p. 153] Original Title: Chemobyl'- 94. Sbomik tezisov.
Arkhipov, N.P. (ed).; Ministerstvo Ukrainy po Delam Zashchity Naseleniya ot
Posledstvij Avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS, Kiev (Ukraine) Nauchno-Proizvodstvennoe
Ob"edinenie Pripyat', Chernobyl (Ukraine) 337 p. (1994)
5.
[Diagnostic Methods for the Risk Assessment of Heavy Metal Contaminated Soils
- Characterization of Bonding Forms. Final report] OriginalTitle: Diagnostische
Methoden zur Abschaetzung des Gefaehrdungspotentialsschwermetallbelasteter
Boeden - Charakterisierungder Bindungsstaerkeund Bindungsform. Abschlussbericht.
Czurda, K.; Roehl, K.E.; Wagner, J.F.; Karlsruhe Univ. (T.H.) (Germany). Lehrstuhl fuer
Angewandte Geologie. 126 p. (Mar 1997)
6.
[Dynamics of [sup 137]Cs and [sup 90]Sr accumulation of agricultural plants
cultivated in conditions of the contaminated soils with deposits of fuel particles]
Original Title: Dinamika nakopleniya [sup 137]Cs i [sup 90]Sr sel'skokhozyajstvennymi
kul'turami, vyrashchennymi v usloviyakh radioaktivnogozagryazneniya pochvy
vypadeniyami toplivnykh chastits.
Kruglov, S.V.; Vasil'eva, N.A.; Filipas, A.S. pp 550-551. (1993)
7.
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[Ecological monitoring of contaminated soils in Ukrainian Poless'e-region and
determination of mushrooms as bioindicators of radiation contamination] Original
Title: Ehkologicheskij monitoringzagryaznennykh pochv Ukrainskogo Poles'ya i
vyyavlenie gribov-bioindikatorovradiatsionnogozagryazneniya.
Zhdanova, N.N.; Pushkarev, A.V.; Zakharchenko, V.A.; Vasilevskaya, A.I.;
Nakonechnaya, L.T.; Ukrainskoj SSR, Kiev (Ukraine). Inst. Mikrobiologii i Virusologii; p
153. 337 p. (1994)

8.
[Experimental study of occurrence forms of radionuclides in the contaminated
soils of Byelorussian regions] OriginalTitle: Ehksperimental'noeissledovanie form
nakhozhdeniya radionuklidov v pochvakh zagryaznennykh rajonov Belorussii.
Petryaev, E.P. ; Ovsyannikova, S.V.; Lyubkina, I.Ya.; Rubinchik, S.Ya.; Sokolik, G.A.
(Belorusskij Gosudarstvennyj Univ., Minsk (Belarus), p. 104 185 p. (1989)
9.
[Finishing without recycled soil: Consequences and opportunities: guidebook].
Original Title: Efterbehandlinguden brug af returjord: konsekvenser og muligheder.
Skov- og Naturstyrelsen, Copenhagen (Denmark). 25 p. (1995)
10.
[Main problems of natural heavy radioisotopes study in natural and
technogenically contaminated soils] OriginalTitle: Osnovnye problemy
issledovaniya tyazhelykh estestvennykh radionuklidovv prirodnykh i tekhnogenno
zagryaznennykh pochvakh.
Titaeva, N.A.; Moskovskij Gosudarstvennyj Univ., Moscow (USSR), p. 987, 204 p.
(1989)

11.
[Quality demands in removal and reuse of polluted soil] OriginalTitle:
Kvalitetsbehov ved bortskaffelse og genbrug af forurenetjord.
Laursen,-F. p. 33-52 (1997)
12.
[Radiobiological congress. Abstracts. Part 2] Original Title: Radiobiologicheskij
s[sup e]zd. Tezisy dokladov. Ch. 2, Gaziev, A.I. (ed.); Kiev (Ukraine), pp 550-551,
(1993)
13.
[Radiostability of soil micromicets extracted from contaminated soils] Original
Title: Radioustojchivost'pochvennykh mikromitsetov, vydelennykh iz pochv regionov
usilennogo radioaktivnogozagryazneniya.
Zhdanova, N.N.; Gavrilyuk, V.I.; Redchits, T.I.; Tugaj, T.I.; luzalev, P. N.;
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Shcherbachenko, A.M.; Vember, V.V.; Ukrainskoj SSR, Kiev (Ukraine). Inst.
Mikrobiologii i Virusologii AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Kiev (Ukraine). Inst. Yadernykh
lssledovanij) p. 151-152 337 p. (1994)
[Resuspension in Contaminated Soils by the Chernobyl Accident] Original Title:
Resuspension en suelos contaminadosporel accidente de Chemobyl.
Martinez Serrano, J.; Espinosa Canal, A.; Aragon del Valle, A. (CIEMAT (Spain)).
Radioprotection v 5. p. 104-115, (1997)
14.
[Safe burial of special wastes and contaminated soils in Quebec] Original Title:
L'enfouissement securitairedes dechets speciaux et des sols contamines au Quebec.
Goulet, S.; Ministere de I'environnement du Quebec, Sainte-Foy, PQ (Canada))
[Proceedings (of the) first Canadian conference on environmental geotechnics]
Comptes-rendus (de la) premiere conference canadienne de geotechnique
environnementale, Canadian Geotechnical Society, Waterloo, ON (Canada) p. 11-16
(484 p) (1991)
15.
100 Area Hanford soil washing treatability tests.
Department of Energy environmental remediation conference, Augusta, GA (United
States), Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC. 1Op. (Sep 1993)
16.
100 Area soil washing bench-scale test procedures.
Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington,
DC. 130p. (Mar 1993.)
17.
100 Area soil washing: Bench scale tests on 116-F-4 pluto crib soil.
Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC. 95p. (Jun 1994.)
18.
137Cs mobility in soils and its long-term effect on the external radiation
exposure.
BunzI-K; Jacob-P; Schimmack-W; Alexakhin-RM; Arkhipov-NP; lvanov-Y; Kruglov-SV
Radiat-Environ-Biophys 36(1): 31-7 (Feb 1997)
19.
A case study: Underpinning of structures as an alternative to
demolitionlreconstruction for removal of underlying contaminated soils at the St.
Louis downtown site (SLDS)
Paez-Restrepo, A.; Office of Environmental, Pasco, WA ; p. 383-388 (896 p) (1991)
20.
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A Native American exposure scenario.
Harris-SG; Harper-BL; Risk-Anal. 17(6): 789-95 (Dec 1997)
21.
A review of the significance of animal food products as potential pathways of
human exposures to dioxins.
Fries-GF; J-Anim-Sci. 73(6): 1639-50 (Jun 1995)
22.
Absorption of Radiocaesium by Sheep after Ingestion of Contaminated Soils.
Cooke, A.I.; Weekes, T.E.C.; Green, N.; Wilkins, B.T.; Rimmer, D.L; Beresford, N.A.
Fenwick, J.D; Science of the Total Environment 192(1): 21-29. (Oct 1996)
23.
Acoustically Enhanced Remediation of Contaminated Soils and Ground Water.
Volume 2.
Weiss Associates, Emeryville, CA; OSTI; NTIS; GPO Dep. 68 p. (Oct 1995)
24.
All-union Conference. Principles and methods of regional and geochemical
investigations into radionuclide migration.
OriginalTitle: Vsesoyuznoe soveshchanie. Printsipyi metody
landshaftno-geokhimicheskikh issledovanij migratsiiradionuklidov Tezisy dokladov
Khitrov, L.M.; AN SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst. Geokhimii i Analiticheskoj
Khimii; Suzdal (Russian Federation) p. 104 (185 p) (1989)
25.
Air-soil exchange of semi-volatile organic compounds (SOCs) in the UK.
Cousins-IT; Jones-KC; Jones-KC; Air-surface exchange of persistent organic pollutants.
Environmental-Pollution102(1):105-118 (1998)
26.
Airborne dust and aeroallergen concentration in a horse stable under two
different management systems. OriginalTitle: Konzentrationund
Komgrossenverteilungvon luftgetragenen Staubpartikeln in Pferdestallen., Zeitler-MH;
Berliner-und-Munchener-Tierarztliche-Wochenschrift. 98: 7, 241-246; 7 fig.; 17 ref.;
(1985)
27.
Alternatives for management of wastes generated by the formerly utilized sites
remedial action program and supplement.
Gilbert, T.L.; Peterson, J.M.; Vocke, R.W.; Alexander, J.K.; Department of Energy,
Oak Ridge, TN (USA). Oak Ridge Operations Office; p. 39, (Mar 1983)
28.
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Analysis of uranium and thorium contaminated soils during a cleanup and
interment operation.
Cole, L.W.; Bollenbacher, M.; Health Physics Society, Knoxville, TN (USA). East
Tennessee Chapter; p. 533 (Dec 1986)
29.
Annotated bibliography of literature relating to wind transport of
plutonium-contaminated soils at the Nevada Test Site.
Lancaster, N.; Bamford, R.; Nevada Univ., Las Vegas, NV (United States). Desert
Research Inst. 45 p. (Dec 1993)
30.
Application of Slightly Polluted Soil and Waste Materials in Acoustic Barriers.
Working Days on Road Engineering 1990, Proceedings of a Conference Held in Ede,
the Netherlands, (May 1990).
31.
Appraisal and Application of Models for Unpaved Roads.
Mountain-Plains Consortium. Sponsored by Department of Transportation, Washington,
DC. University Transportation Centers Program. 72p. (Aug 93)
32.
Ash: a Valuable Resource. Volume 4: Ash
Handlingltransportation-roads-engineering Fill-marketing.
USDOE, Washington, DC. , 9p. (Apr 98)
33.
Assessing inhalation exposure from airborne soil contaminants.
USDOE, Washington, DC. , 9p. (Apr 98)
34.
Assessment of Alternatives for Long-Term Management of Uranium Ore Residues
and Contaminated Soils Located at DOE'S Niagara Falls Storage Site.
Argonne National Lab., IL. Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC. 14p.
(Nov 84)
35.
Assessment of human health risk of reported soil levels of metals and
radionuclides in Port Hope.
Ontario Ministry of Labour, Toronto, ON (Canada). 124p. (Nov 91.)
36.
Assessment of produced water contaminated soils to determine remediation
requirements.
Clodfelter, C; Petro-Safe '95 conference and exhibition; PennWell Publishing Co., p.
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353-356

(590 p) (1995)

37.
Bark and Soil Producers Product Index.
Lee, S.Y.; Tamura, T.; Larsen, I.L.; National Bark Producers Association (1970)
38.
Bases for secondary standards for residual radionuclides in soil and some
recommendations for cost-effective operational implementation.
Anspaugh-LR; Daniels-JI; Health-Phys. 70(5): 722-34 (May 1996)
39.
Behaviour of cesium in contaminated soils with and without agricultural
practices.
Arapis, G.; Voutsinas, M.; Martinez, A.; Millan, R.; Gutierrez, J.; RadiochimicaActa v
58-59:pt.2. p. 309-310 (1992)
40.
Behaviour of Trace Elements in Terestrial Ecosystems.
McGrath, S.P. ; Prost, R.; INRA Institut Nationalde la Recherche Agronomique p.
35-54. 525 p. (1997)
41.
Bioleaching of heavy metal contaminated soils.
Bock, M.; Gomez, C.; Bosecker, K.; Selenska-Pobell, S.; Nitsche, H; p. 23-25. (Feb
1999).
42.
Biological and Chemical Tests of Contaminated Soils to Determine Bioavailability
and Environmentally Acceptable Endpoints (EAE).
Montgomery, C.R.; Menzie, C.A.; Pauwells, S.J.; Society of Environmental Toxicology
and Chemistry p. 198-199. 378 p. (1995)
43.
Biological process for recovery of plutonium from contaminated soils.
June 6, 1995
Rusin
5,422,268
United States Patent
(Inventors: Rusin; Patricia A. (Tucson, AZ)
44.
Bioremediation of Uranium Contaminated Soils and Wastes.
Francis, A.J; Merkel, B.; Helling, GeoCongress,v. 5 p. 340-346. 646 p. (1998)
45.
Calculation of effective dose-equivalent responses for external exposure from
residual photon emitters in soil.
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Chen-SY; Health-Physics.60(3): 411-426 (1991)
46.
Calculation of soil cleanup criteria for carcinogenic volatile organic compounds
as controlled by the soil-to-indoor air exposure pathway.
Sanders-PF; Stern-AH; Environmental-Toxicology-and-Chemistry.13(8): 1367-1373
(1994)
47.
Characteristics of radionuclide-contaminated soils from the Sedan crater area at
the Nevada test site.
Lee, S.Y.; Tamura, T.; Larsen, I.L.; Essington, E.H.; Soil Sci. 144(2): 113-121 (Aug
1987)
48.
Characterization and Slubility Measurements of Uranium-Contaminated Soils to
Support Risk Assessment.
Elless, M.P. ; Armstrong, A.Q.; Lee, S.Y.; Health Physics 72(5): 716-726. (May 1997)
49.
Characterization and solubility measurements of uranium-contaminated soils to
support risk assessment [published erratum appears in Health Phys 73(3):555 Sep
1997]
Elless-MP; Armstrong-AQ; Lee-SY; Health-Phys.72(5): 716-26 (May 1997)
50.
Characterization of the Hanford 300 area burial grounds. Task IV. Biological
transport.
Fitzner, R.E.; Gano, K.A.; Rickard, W.H.; Rogers, L.E. Battelle Pacific Northwest
Labs., Richland, WA (USA). p. 86 (Oct 1979).
51.
Characterization of the Hanford 300 Area Burial Grounds. Task II: fluid transport
and modeling.
Gee, G.W.; Simmons, C.S. Battelle PacificNorthwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA). p.
126. (Aug 1979)
52.
Characterization of the Hanford 300 Area Burial Grounds. Task II. Geochemical
analysis.
Ames, L.L.; Phillips, S.J. Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA). p. 68.
(Apr 1979)
53.
Characterization of Pu-contaminated soils from Nuclear Site 201 at the Nevada
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Test Site.
Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA) p. 22 (1983)
54.
Characterization of uranium contaminated soils from DOE Fernald Environmental
Management Project Site: Results of Phase I characterization.
Lee, S.Y.; Marsh, J.D. Jr.; Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (United States) 57 p. (Jan
1992)
55.
Chemical Contaminants in House Dust: Occurrences and Sources.
Battelle, Columbus, OH, 8p, (1993)
56.
Chemical Fractionation of [sup 90]Sr, [sup 106]Ru, [sup 137]Cs and [sup 144]Ce
in Chernobyl-Contaminated Soils: An Evolution in the Course of Time.
Krouglov, S.V.; Kurinov, A.D.; Alexakhin, R.M; Journalof EnvironmentalRadioactivity
38(1): 59-76 (1998)
57.
Chemical in Fill Dirt Contaminates Wild Mushrooms Oregonian.
Harris, T.; McClatchy News Service, Page: A16 (Jan 1991)
58.
Chernobyl' 94. Abstracts.
OriginalTitle: Chemobyl'- 94. Sbomik tezisov.
Arkhipov, N.P; Ministerstvo Ukrainypo Delam Zashchity Naseleniya ot Posledstvif
Avarii na Chemobyl'skoj AEhS, Kiev (Ukraine) Nauchno-Proizvodstvennoe Ob"edinenie
Pripyat', Chernobyl (Ukraine)
59.
Children's exposure to pesticides in house dust.
Connelly-S; Journal-of-Pesticide-Reform.16(1): 12 (1996)

60.
Chronic lead transfer from polluted soils to humans by means of inhalation and
ingestion.
Feenstra, 0.; Pridnig, G.; Roider, G.; Drasch, G. Prost, R.; INRA Institut National de /a
Recherche Agronomique, Paris (France). p. 337-343 (1997).
61.
Clean Slate transportation and human health risk assessment.
Department of Energy, Las Vegas, NV. Nevada Operations Office. 60p. (1997)
62.
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Commentary on fate and exposure models: application of soil risk to a
hypothetical site.
Labieniec-PA; Journal-of-Soil-Contamination.7(3): 311-317 (1998)
63.
Commentary on fate and exposure models: Tier 2 RBCA toolkit.
Nevin-JP; Journal-of-Soil-Contamination.7: 3, 319-324; 15 ref. (1998)
64.
Compaction Characteristics of Contaminated Soils-Reuse as a Road Base
Material. Meegoda, Jay N.; Chen, Bin; Gunasekera, Samiddha D.; Pederson, Philip.
Recycled materialsin geotechnicalapplications: proceedings of sessions of
Geo-Congress98. American Society of Civil Engineers, Reston, VA. pp. 195-209.
(1998)
65.
Comparison of pesticides and other compounds in carpet dust samples collected
from used vacuum cleaner bags and from a high-volume surface sampler.
Colt-JS; Environ-Health-Perspect.106(11): 721-4 (Nov 1998)
66.
Composition of dusts and soils in an apparently uncontaminated rural village in
southwest England - implications to human health.
Moorcroft-S; Watt-J; Thornton-I; Wells-J; Strehlow-CD; Barltrop-D;
Trace-substances-in-environmental-health--XVI. 155-163; 6 ref. (1982,)
67.
Construction fill finds new use as landfill cover.
Eco-Log Week, v20, n32, pN/A (Aug 1992)
68.
Critical pathways of radionuclides to man from agro-ecosystems. Annual
progress report Oct 80-Sep 81.
Smith, M.H.; Alberts, J.J.; Adriano, D.C.; McLeod, K.W.; Pinder, J.E. III; Savannah
River Ecology Lab., Aiken, SC (USA) p. 50. (Apr 1982)
69.
Critical pathways of radionuclides to man from agro-ecosystems. Progress
report (annual), 1 October 1979-30 September 1980.
Smith, M.H.; Alberts, J.J.; Adriano, D.C.; McLeod, K.W.; Pinder, J.E. IIl
Savannah River Ecology Lab., Aiken, SC (USA), p. 83 (May 1981)
70.
Critical pathways of radionuclides to man from agro-ecosystems. Annual
progress report, October 1978-September 1979.
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Smith, M.H.; Alberts, J.J.; Adriano, D.C.; McLeod, K.W.; Savannah River Ecology
Lab., Aiken, SC (USA); p. 40 (Jan 1979)
71.
Crushed Concrete Fines Recycled For Soil Modification Purposes.
AU(s): Hansen, Torben C.; Angelo, Jorgen W.; Journalof The American Concrete
Institute 83(6): 983-987 (Nov-Dec 1986)
72.
Database for Radionuclide Transport in the Biosphere. Nuclide Specific and
Geographic Data for Northern Switzerland.
Eidgenoessisches Inst. fuer Reaktorforschung, Wuerenlingen (Switzerland). 53p. (Jan

85)
73.
Decontamination of Soils Containing Salt and Radioactive Elements, October 1,
1966-September 30, 1967.
California Univ., Berkeley. Dept. of Soils and Plant Nutrition. 71p. (1967)
74.
Decontamination of Soils Containing Salt and Radioactive Elements. Progress
Report, October 1, 1967-September 30, 1968.
California Univ., Berkeley. Dept. of Soils and Plant Nutrition. 32p. (1968)
75.
Demonstration of a Computer Model for Residual Radioactive Material
Guidelines, RESRAD.
Argonne National Lab., IL, Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC, 7p.
(1989)
76.
Derivation of cesium-137 residual radioactive material guidelines for the Peek
Street site, Schenectady, New York.
Argonne National Lab., IL. Environmental Assessment and Information Sciences Div.,
Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC, 18p. (Jan 1992)
77.
Derivation of residual radioactive material guidelines for 13 radionuclides present
in Operable Unit IV at Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York.
Argonne National lab., IL. Environmental Assessment Div. Sponsored by Department of
Energy, Washington, DC 30p. (Dec 1994)
78.
Derivation of residual radioactive material guidelines for the Laboratory for
Energy-Related Health Research site.
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Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA., Sponsored by Department of Energy,
Washington, DC, 32p. (Nov 1993)
79.
Derivation of residual radioactive material guidelines for uranium in soil at the
Middlesex Sampling Plant Site, Middlesex, New Jersey.
Argonne National Lab., IL. Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC , 24p.
(Feb 1995)
80.
Derivation of residual radioactive material guidelines for uranium in soil at the
Former Associate Aircraft Tool and Manufacturing Company Site, Fairfield, Ohio.
Argonne National Lab., IL, Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC, 22p.
(Jan 1995)
81.
Derivation of strontium-90 and cesium-137 residual radioactive material
guidelines for the Laboratory for Energy-Related Health Research, University of
California, Davis.
Argonne National Lab., IL. Environmental Assessment and Information Sciences Div.,
Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC., 19p. (Apr 1993)
82.
Derivation of uranium residual radioactive material guidelines for the 4400 Piehl
Road Site, Ottawa Lake, Michigan.
Argonne National Lab., IL., Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC.,
20p. (Dec 1994)
83.
Derivation of uranium residual radioactive material guidelines for the former Alba
Craft Laboratory site, Oxford, Ohio.
Argonne National Lab., IL., Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC.,
21p. (Jan 1994)
84.
Derivation of uranium residual radioactive material guidelines for the Aliquippa
Forge site.
Argonne National Lab., IL., Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC.,
20p. (Sep 1992)
85.
Derivation of uranium residual radioactive material guidelines for the Ventron
site.
Argonne National Lab., IL., Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC.,
18p. (Mar 1992)
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86.
Derivation of uranium residual radioactive material guidelines for the Shpack site.
Argonne National Lab., IL., Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC.,
19p. (Aug 1991)
87.
Derivation of uranium residual radioactive material guidelines for the Elza Gate
Site.
Argonne National Lab., IL., Sponsored by Department of Energy, Washington, DC.,
36p. (Feb 1991)
88.
Dermal Exposure Assessment: Principles and Applications. Interim rept.
Versar, Inc., Springfield, VA. Sponsored by Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, DC. Office of Health and Environmental Assessment.. 392p. (Jan 1992)
89.
Detailed Biosphere Model Calculations for Iodine-129. Technical record.
Corbett-B.J.; Reid-J.A.K.; Atomic Energy of CanadaLtd., Pinawa (Manitoba).
Whiteshell Labs. 54p. (Jun 1996)
90.
Determination of transfer coefficients for / sup 1371 Cs and /sup 60/Co in a
slime-soil-grassland ecosystem.
Handl, J.; Kuehn, W.; Health Phys. (United Kingdom) 38(4): 703-705 (Apr 1980)
91.
Determining uranium speciation in contaminated soils by molecular
spectroscopic methods: Examples from the Uranium in Soils Integrated
Demonstration.
Editor(s): Allen, P. G.; Berg, J.M.; Chisholm-Brause, C.J.; Conradson, S.D.; Donohoe,
R.J.; Morris, D.E.; Musgrave, J.A.; Tait, C.D.;Los Alamos National Lab., NM (United
States)
92.
Development of soil cleanup criteria in Canada, vol. 1: Methods and strategies
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Appendix 3: Compiled List of Selected Internet Resources
Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Geological Survey
GeoFacts No. 19, Sand and Gravel.
http://www.dnr.state.oh.us/odnr/geosurvey/geojfact/geojfl 9/geojf1 9.htm
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York
Important Web Links
http://www.dne.bnl.gov/ssn/Weblinks.html
Ohio Site Technology Coordination Group
Technology Needs, Ashtabula
http://www.ohio.doe.gov/oh-stcg/needs.asp
Mineralogical Society
Publications
http://www.minersoc.org/publicat.htm
Clay Minerals Society
Homepage
http://cms.lanl.gov/
US Mix
US Mix Products
http://www.usmix.com/usmix.html
Bolin Enterprise, Inc. PowerLift Foundation Repair Division
Foundation Repair Specialists
http://www.foundationspecialists.com/html/advanced.htm
A. B. Chance; Hubbell Power Systems
Earth Anchors and Foundations
http://www.hubbell.com/abchance/
ENA, Inc
Excavation and Road ConstructionSpecialists
http://al .com/ena/index.html
PRISM - World Resource Foundation
Landfill Mining Technical Brief
http://www.wrfound.org.uk/wrftblfm.html
Purdue News
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Purdue-made Soil
http://www.purdue.edu/UNS/htm14ever/970606.Tishmack.soil.html
Plant and Soil Sciences Department, Oklahoma State University
CMLS94: Chemical Movement in Layered Soils
http://clay.agr.okstate.edu/software/cmls94a.htm
Government of Canada, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs
Building a Future, Sand and Gravel
http://www.inac.gc.ca/building/sands/sand. html
Off-Road.com
DirtBikes Online
http://www.off-road.com/dirtbike/
National Dirt Digest
Dirt Late Model News
http://www.latemodel.com/nddigest/
AMA Pro Racing
Dirt Track
http://www.ama-cycle.org/prorace/99dt/99dt.html
McGraw-Hill Construction Information Group
Sweets Web Links
http://www.sweets.com/topic/weblinks.htm
State of New Jersey, Department of Environmental Protection
Site Remediation Program
1998 Revised Guidance Document for the Remediation of ContaminatedSoils
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/srp/regs/soilguide/
CRC Press LLC Online
The Reuse & Recycling of ContaminatedSoil
http://www.crcpress.com/index. htm?catalog/Ll 188
ATTRA (Appropriate Technology Transfer for Rural Areas)
OrganicPotting Mixes - HorticultureTechnical Notes
http://www.attra.org/attra-pub/potmix.html
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Andy Clark, Ph.D.
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